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The Mercy Seat of God

Rev. Wybren
Oord

Meditation

“And the cheribum shall stretch out their wings above, covering the
mercy seat with their wings, and they shall face one another; the faces
of the cherubim shall be toward the mercy seat.”
Exodus 25:20

L

ast month we saw that the ark of
the covenant was located in the
Holy of Holies. It was the only piece
of furniture there. It was shaped like a
small chest, and inside the chest were
the Ten Commandments. Covering
the ark was what God called the
mercy seat. In Exodus 25:17, God
commanded that this mercy seat be
made of pure gold. It had a greater
value than all the other furniture in
the tabernacle. Its value at today’s
gold prices would be enormous. You
may recall that all the furniture in the
outer court was made of bronze. In
the Holy Place, only the lampstand
was made of pure gold, but it was
smaller than the ark. All the other
furniture was made of acacia wood
overlaid with gold.
The value of the mercy seat, however,
did not come from the fact that it was
pure gold. The value came from the
blood that was placed upon it. One
day out of the year, on the great Day
of Atonement, blood from a sacrificial
lamb, sacrificed at the bronze altar,
would be sprinkled upon the mercy
seat.
The Cherubim
The first thing a person would notice
about the mercy seat would be the
two cherubim that were part of the
mercy seat—one at each end. The
wings of these cherubim stretched
out and upward to the point where
they almost touched one another
at the top. Cherubim are powerful
beings created by God. Throughout
Scripture they show forth the glorious

power of God. The very first place
in the Bible where we meet these
powerful creatures is in Genesis 3:24.
There we read that the cherubim
stood at the gate of the Garden of
Eden with a flaming sword. It was the
sword of vengeance and judgment.
The cherubim were witnesses to the
great majesty, power, and holiness of
God. They were also witnesses of how
mankind had insulted the majesty,
power, and holiness of God.
In Genesis 3, God used the cherubim
to seal up the entrance of the garden,
that is, to close up the avenue for
mankind ever to return to his
original happy state. The word and
majesty of God had been trifled
with and despised. The human race,
represented by Adam, had given
credence to the lie of Satan. By his
unbelief, man had called God a liar.
The cherubim took their place at the
entrance of the garden of Eden as
avengers of God’s majesty. They stand
there as stern proof that mankind
was an outcast, banished by God
from Paradise itself. In no way is the
human race permitted to return to eat
from the Tree of Life.
The cherubim guarding the entry of
the garden of Eden are put there to
show to us the hopelessness and the
helplessness of any attempt on the
part of the human race to regain life
by his own efforts. Unless the glory of
God can be met, unless the flaming
sword of vengeance can be satisfied,
it is vain for mankind even to hope
of returning. All we can hope for is

to work by the sweat of our brow
and in the end, to die. The cherubim
were put there to make certain of
that!
Notice, however, where the cherubim
upon the mercy seat have set their
gaze. The guardians of the holiness
of God upon the ark of the covenant
held their gaze not upon the gold of
mercy seat, but upon the shed blood
that was sprinkled on it. The place the
cherubim has changed. No longer do
they stand at the gate barring man’s
approach to God and to life; they
stand with outstretched wings over
the place of mercy. No longer are they
connected with the flaming sword.
Their faces are permanently fixed on
the place of mercy and grace.
Full propitiation has taken place for
our sins. It has taken place in the very
site where we behold the majesty,
power, and glory of God—the Holy
of Holies. That which contains the
terms of the covenant, the ark of
the covenant—that which stood
to condemn—now is in our favor
because it is covered by the mercy seat
of God!
Once a year, on the Day of Atonement,
the high priest would sprinkle blood
on the lid of the ark of the covenant.
That blood, only a few moments
earlier, had been sacrificed at the
bronze altar. That blood had been
shed for the sins of the people. The sin
of the people would be confessed over
the head of an animal and it would be
killed in the place of the people. The
people had committed the sin; they
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deserved to die because of their sin. Instead, the animal
was slain. The blood of that animal was carried into the
holiest part of the tabernacle and sprinkled on the mercy
seat—the lid of the ark. It would be sprinkled between that
which represented the presence of the holy God, above the
ark of the covenant, and that which was inside the ark of
the covenant, the Law of God. In a very symbolic way, God
would look upon His law through the shed blood of the
innocent animal upon the mercy seat sacrificed on behalf
of the sinful people.
The ark of the covenant was a constant reminder and
testimony to the people of Israel of the principle of
substitutionary atonement—an innocent victim dying in
the place of sinful man. This principle of substitutionary
atonement can be traced all the way back to Genesis 3 in
the garden of Eden. There God Himself killed an innocent
animal for Adam and Eve and covered them with its skin.
It culminated at the cross in the death of Jesus Christ on
Calvary. There the innocent Son of God died for the sins of
His people, covering our sin with His blood.
The New Testament tells us that all authority in heaven and
on earth has been given to Christ. Jesus Christ uses that
power and authority for one purpose: to preserve a place of
mercy and grace for His saints. Above ark of the covenant,
with its terms of the covenant that could not be kept, is
the mercy seat. The ark itself pointed to God’s unchanging
character, His sovereignty, holiness and justice. The lid to
the ark, the mercy seat, pointed to His love, mercy, and
grace. The cherubim above the mercy seat teach us that we
are not redeemed by corruptible things, like silver or gold,
but with the precious blood of Christ (I Peter 1:18, 19).
A Propitiatory Covering
The covering of the ark was a propitiatory covering. It
covered that which was in the ark of the covenant. As
we saw last month, inside the ark were the terms of the
covenant that God had made with mankind, the Ten
Commandments. God has wrath against sinful mankind
because we have transgressed the terms of the covenant
that were in the ark of the covenant. We have gone against
God’s standard of righteousness. Because of that, we are
children of wrath by our very nature (Ephesians 2:3).
If the way of salvation is living up to God’s standard of
righteousness, there would be no hope for us. We would be
lost in our sin. Adam and Eve could not keep the terms of
the covenant. The Israelites could not keep the terms of the
covenant. We cannot keep the terms of the covenant.
But there is One who has! God has provided a propitiatory
covering for our sins—One whose shed blood propitiates
the wrath of the Almighty God against us. Propitiation
means changing the way God looks at us. God once looked
upon us in His wrath. Now, through Christ, He looks upon
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us in His mercy and love.
In the parable of the publican we read of a self-righteous
Pharisee who had the audacity to think that he had lived
up to all of God’s standards. We also read of the poor
publican, who with deep humility, would not so much as
lift his eyes to heaven, but beat his breast and cried out:
“God be merciful to me, a sinner” (Luke 18). That word
“merciful” comes from the very same word as “mercy
seat” or “propitiatory covering.” What the publican meant
in his prayer was: “God be a propitiatory covering for me,
a sinner.”
In Romans 3:25 we are told that God sent forth His Son
to be the propitiatory covering so that no person needs to
face the eternal wrath of God. How beautifully Romans
uses the mercy seat to point us to Christ. Romans 3 begins
by stating that no one can be justified in the sight of God
through the Law. All the Law could do was to give to us
a knowledge of how we have not kept the terms of the
covenant set forth by God. It gave us knowledge of sin but
could not put away sin. It certainly could not give us the
power over sin.
But now, God’s righteousness in justifying the sinner
comes to us independent of the Law. It is through belief
in Jesus Christ. The paradise of God is opened up to
us once more. The cherubim no longer hold the sword
barring our entrance. They look upon the blood on the
mercy seat of God.
Eternal life, hidden with Christ in God, is ours through
faith in Jesus. Jesus is not only the blood on the mercy
seat, He is the mercy seat. He not only covers our sin with
His blood, He covers the Law by having kept it perfectly.
When the Spirit applies Christ’s blood and His obedience
to us—when we confess our sin and seek a righteousness
apart from ourselves—we are clothed in His righteousness.
God, through Jesus, can now act according to His own
love and grace and at the very same time be consistent
with His righteousness and justice. He can do so because
the Law has been vindicated. Its righteous vengeance
has been poured out upon Christ. God’s justice has been
satisfied. His full and eternal love now flows freely toward
the sinner. “In this is love, not that we loved God but that
He loved us and sent His Son to be a propitiation for our
sins” (1 John 4:10). God has provided the propitiatory
covering for your sin in the person of His Son, Jesus
Christ. The door of salvation has been opened; the sword
of the cherubim removed.
Rev. Wybren H. Oord is the pastor of the Covenant
United Reformed Church in Kalamazoo, Michigan. He is
also the editor of The Outlook.
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I

n Oceanside, California, we have
recently experienced the opening
of the Atlanta-based fast food chain,
Chick-fil-A. With the all-chicken
menu, health conscious North
County residents have made it a hit.
What is most peculiar about this chain
restaurant, though, is that it is closed
for business on Sundays, which is
virtually business suicide in this area,
since Sunday is the busiest day of the
week. The response to this has been
interesting. Christians of all stripes
respond favorably, saying, “That’s
great,” or, “I go there because they’re
closed on Sundays.” The irony it that
these same evangelical Christians go
somewhere else to eat on Sundays!
This is evidence that Christians have
no idea why this restaurant is closed
on Sundays, but more importantly,
have no idea what their life should
look like on Sundays.

From Sabbath to Sunday
From creation onward the people
of God worshipped on the seventh
day, that is, Saturday. This was a
“creation ordinance” that the Creator
himself established by his example
for his creatures to follow, as well as
benediction. Just as God ruled over
creation and called his image-bearers
to rule and exercise dominion over
creation (Gen. 1:26–28), and just as
God worked six days and called his
image-bearers to work (Gen. 2:15),
so too God rested on the seventh
day (Gen. 2:2; Ex. 20:11, 31:17) and
called his image-bearers to rest as
well. He signified this by placing his
benediction on that day as a set apart
day when he “made it holy” (Gen. 2:3).
It must be noted in using the
language of “work” and “rest” that
these are analogical for God, but
univocal for us. This means that the
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language of Genesis is language that
we understand. The point is that God
gave a pattern for us to work and
rest, which is based on his work and
rest. What does it mean that God
“worked?” It means he created the
heavens and the earth. What does
it mean that he “rested?” As John
Murray taught, it means three things:
first, God’s rest is not inactivity, since
Jesus said, “My Father is working until
now, and I am working” (John 5:17);
second, God’s rest is the cessation of
a certain kind of work—the creation
of all things in six days (Gen. 2:1–2);
and, third, God’s rest is a delighting in
his work: “And God saw everything
that he had made, and behold, it was
very good” (Gen. 1:31).
Later, when the Sabbath command
is reiterated, we read: “In six days
the Lord made heaven and earth,
and on the seventh day he rested
and was refreshed” (Exod. 31:17;
emphasis added). The Hebrew term
naphash is used elsewhere in the Old
Testament only twice—once to define
the purpose of the Sabbath in giving
rest to animals and refreshment to
servants’ children and the aliens
within Israel (Exod. 23:12) and once
in the story of David and his men
who stopped their journey and were
refreshed (2 Sam. 16:14). After God
worked in making everything, it was
as if his rest refreshed him. Yet, God’s
rest and refreshment mean so much
more. It is his joy and satisfaction.
The prayer of the Psalmist, “May
the Lord rejoice in his works” (Ps.
104:31), reflects this view. And this
rest/satisfaction was a specific kind
of rest/satisfaction—that of a king.
God worked in creating the heavens
and the earth to be his cosmic palace
and took his place on this throne, so
to speak, on the seventh day.

......................

A Primer on the Lord’s Day

Rev. Daniel		
Hyde

After the Lord’s mighty deed of
bringing his people out of Egypt and
through the Red Sea, the Sabbath
day took on even more significance
as a covenant sign that the Lord
sanctified his people (Ex. 31:13). What
did the sign signify? On that day the
saints celebrated the reality that God
created them and that their rest was
rooted in God’s rest: “Remember the
Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days
you shall labor, and do all your work,
but the seventh day is a Sabbath to the
Lord your God . . . for in six days the
Lord made heaven and earth, the sea,
and all that is in them, and rested the
seventh day (Exod. 20:8–11; emphasis
added). As well, the Sabbath signified
that the Lord redeemed his people
(Deut. 5:12–15). Moreover, once a
year the Sabbath fell on the Day of
Atonement (Lev. 16:30–31), and so
the Sabbath was also a celebration of
the Lord’s forgiveness of his people.
Yet under the old covenant (Heb. 8:6,
7, 13), that is, the covenant with Israel
from Moses (Ex. 19) until Christ, the
Sabbath day was extremely strict.
This was because this covenant was
in one sense a covenant of law (Lev.
18:5; Gal. 3:10, 19, 24). As with
Adam, who was under a covenant of
works, so Israel had to work in order
to enjoy rest. Not only was no work
to be done by the Israelites and their
children, they were also to give rest
to all in their household—servants,
livestock, even sojourners (Ex. 20:10).
The Lord even gave regulatory laws
over what could and could not be
done. For example, if one even went
out to gather sticks (Num. 15:32–36)
in order to kindle a fire (Ex. 35:1–3),
he was to be put to death (Ex. 31:14–
15, 35:2). All this strictness was a part
of the tutelage of the law, which was
meant to lead Israel by the hand to

Jesus Christ (Gal. 3:24), who is the
final sacrifice ending the old covenant
(Heb. 7:11–12, 18–19, 8:7, 13).
When Jesus rose from the dead
on the first day of the week things
changed. Christ, the second Adam,
finished (John 19:30) the work that
the first Adam failed to do (Rom.
5:12–19). Therefore as Christians we
are under the new covenant and our
day of worship and celebration for the
Lord’s grace in Jesus Christ is the first
day of the week, Sunday. On this day
we are reminded of and participate
in the glorious reality that we have
already entered God’s rest (Matt.
11:28; Heb. 4:10) and that we await
the experience of the fullness of this
rest in eternity in the new heavens
and new earth (Rev. 21–22). We now
assemble corporately for worship and
enjoy a foretaste of our eternal rest,
then go out into the kingdom of this
world to work for six days.
Contrary to popular belief, the reason
we worship on Sunday is not because
the early church fell away from the
biblical command and took over a
pagan holiday under Constantine.
While the creation principle of setting
aside one day in seven for worship is
still valid, the circumstances in which
that principle is applied have changed.
The Westminster Confession of Faith
(1647), speaks of this one in seven
principle, saying,
. . . from the beginning of the
world to the resurrection of
Christ, [the day of worship] was
the last day of the week; and,
from the resurrection of Christ,
was changed into the first day of
the week, which, in Scripture, is
called the Lord’s day, and is to
be continued to the end of the
world, as the Christian Sabbath
(ch. 21:7).
So why do we worship as a people
on Sunday, and not Saturday? There
are several reasons for this. First, in
the New Testament we learn that the
first day of the week, the day after the

Sabbath, is called “the Lord’s day” (Rev.
1:10 cf. 1 Cor. 16:2). This grammatical
phrase means that this day especially
belongs to our Lord Jesus Christ.
Second, Sunday was the day on
which our Lord rose from the dead
(John 20:1). The Psalmist anticipated
Christ’s resurrection in saying, “This
is the day that the Lord has made;
let us rejoice and be glad in it” (Ps.
118:24). Sunday is the day of joyful
celebration of the living Savior of the
world. As St. John of Damascus wrote
in his hymn, The Day of Resurrection:
Now let the heaven be joyful, let
earth her song begin;
Let all the world keep triumph,
and all that is therein;
In grateful exultation their notes
let all things blend,
For Christ the Lord hath risen,
our Joy that hath no end.
Third, just as on the first day of creation
God made light and separated it from
the darkness, we gather on the first
day of the week to celebrate the light
of the gospel in Jesus Christ, who has
separated us from the world of the
darkness of sin (John 1:5,9, 3:19, 8:12;
2 Cor. 4:1–6). For us, the strictness of
the Law and the Sabbath has ceased
with the coming of Christ (Col. 2:16–
17; Gal. 4:9–10; Rom. 14:5–6). The
Lord’s Day is not to be a burden, for
as Jesus himself said, “The Sabbath
was made for man, not man for the
Sabbath” (Mark 2:27). Instead, it is his
day, on which we gather to receive his
grace through the means of grace, the
Word and sacraments, and to offer
him our gratitude in prayer, song, and
offering (Acts 2:42).
From Creation to Re-Creation
From creation until Christ the people
of God worked six days and then
rested on the seventh day, looking
forward to the day of rest. This was
typological of their looking forward
to eternal rest, since the seventh day
of creation is not structured with
an “evening and morning” as the

previous six days. This signified that
the seventh day had no end and was
thus a foretaste of eternity itself.
On the other hand, from the work
of Christ until the consummation,
the people of God rest on the first
day and work the next six, looking
back on the finished work of Christ.
Yet we also look forward to the full
consummation of this rest.
When our Lord lay in the tomb from
Friday evening through early Sunday
morning, the old order of things was
buried with him, and when he rose
from the dead he began a new order
of things. This is why the Gospel of
John speaks of the first day of the
week as the eighth day, literally, “after
eight days” (20:26). It was not just
the beginning of another week, but
in fact, a new beginning. In the early
history of the church this “eighth
day” theology was a significant point
in polemics between Christians
and Jews. For example, Ignatius of
Antioch (AD 30–107) wrote in his
Epistle to the Magnesians,
If, therefore, those who were
brought up in the ancient order
of things have come to the
possession of a new hope, no
longer observing the Sabbath,
but living in the observance of
the Lord’s Day, on which also our
life has sprung up again by Him
and by His death—whom some
deny, by which mystery we have
obtained faith, and therefore
endure, that we may be found the
disciples of Jesus Christ, our only
Master— how shall we be able
to live apart from Him, whose
disciples the prophets themselves
in the Spirit did wait for Him as
their Teacher? And therefore He
whom they rightly waited for,
being come, raised them from
the dead (ch. 9).
In the Epistle of Barnabas (ca. 100)
we read,
. . . When, giving rest to all things,
I shall make a beginning of the
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eighth day, that is, a beginning
of another world. Wherefore,
also, we keep the eighth day with
joyfulness, the day also on which
Jesus rose again from the dead”
(ch. 15).
Finally, Justin Martyr (AD 110–165),
in his classic apologetic against
Judaism, Dialogue with Trypho the
Jew, said,
The command of circumcision
. . . on the eighth day, was a type
of the true circumcision, by which
we are circumcised from deceit
and iniquity through Him who
rose from the dead on the first day
after the Sabbath. . . . For the first
day after the Sabbath, remaining
the first of all the days, is called,
however, the eighth (ch. 41).
The point is that the resurrection of
Christ is the first fruits of the final
resurrection and restoration of all
things (Rom. 8:18–25; 1 Cor. 15:23).
On the Lord’s Day our worship
is a commemoration of Christ’s
accomplished work and triumphant
resurrection, an anticipation of the
day of re-creation, when the Lord
shall make all things new (Rev. 21:4–
5), but also a participation in the age
to come already in this age. As Paul
says, upon us “the end of the ages has
come” (1 Cor. 10:11).
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As Exodus 31 made clear already
back in the early days of Israel’s
wilderness experience, the Sabbath
Day was eschatological. As a
picture of completed work, it was a
“picture of the messianic future, of
the consummation of all things, a
foretaste of the coming kingdom.”1
The Sabbath during the exile, apart
from the temple, was Israel’s temple
in time and oasis in the wilderness.
We have entered this Sabbath rest,
according to the writer to the Hebrews:
“For we who have believed enter that
rest . . . for whoever has entered God’s
rest has also rested from his works as
God did from his (Heb. 4:3, 10).
These main ideas of the biblical
Sabbath/Lord’s Day were brought
together at the Synod of Dort (AD
1618–19). After the international
delegates returned home, the Synod
dealt with many practical issues
facing the Dutch Reformed churches.
In its 164th session on May 17, 1619,
the Synod issued the following
doctrinal deliverance concerning the
fourth Commandment:
1. There is in the fourth
commandment of the divine law a
ceremonial and a moral element.
2. The ceremonial element
is the rest of the seventh day
after creation, and the strict
observance of that day imposed

especially on the Jewish people.
3. The moral element consists in
the fact that a certain definite day
is set aside for worship and so
much rest as is needful for worship
and hallowed meditation.
4. The Sabbath of the Jews having
been abolished, the day of the
Lord must be solemnly hallowed
by Christians.
5. Since the times of the apostles
this day has always been observed
by the old catholic church.
6. This day must be so consecrated
to worship that on that day we
rest from all servile works, except
those which charity and present
necessity require; and also from
all such recreations as interfere
with worship.2

Letting the Lord’s Day
Structure Us
Instead of seeing the Lord’s Day as
a rule that stifles our “weekend,” we
need to view it as a gift from God
that actually structures our lives by
providing a rhythm to keep the Lord’s
Day. The practice of the Lord’s Day
is not legalism, but it is a part of our
piety, that is, our grateful response
to God’s gifts. We sanctify the day
because we belong not to this age that
is passing away, but to the glorious
age to come.

We need to acknowledge, then, that
Sunday is the Lord’s Day and not the
Lord’s morning (or sadly, the Lord’s
hour), just as the Sabbath was a day
of rest. The Reformation churches
followed the historic practice in
worshipping twice on the Lord’s
Day because the pattern we see in
Scripture is that the day of rest is
structured at each end with morning
and evening worship.
The Protestant Reformation of the
sixteenth century was all about
liberty—from the pope, from
human traditions, from sin, from the
expectations of the world. This liberty
was a result of a belief in a radical
kind of salvation, in which the God
we hate by nature (Rom. 8:7) loved us
(John 3:16). And thus the Reformers
proclaimed salvation by grace alone,
through faith alone, on account of
Christ alone.
Yet the Reformers did not believe this
liberty led to license, as those liberated
from the enslaving power of sin and
Satan have become “slaves of God”
(Rom. 6:22). Since we are his servants
our entire lives are to be those of selfsacrificial worship of God, through
Christ, in the power of the Spirit (Rom.
12:1–2; Eph. 2:18). This private and
personal worship culminates in our
public and corporate worship on the
Lord’s Day through the liturgy (order
of service). We have been freed to set
aside one day out of seven to join the
“great assembly” (Ps. 22:25; NIV).
As Christians, we have been liberated
from “the land of Egypt, out of the
house of slavery” (Ex. 20:2; Deut. 5:6)
and are to set aside the Lord’s Day as
a day to remember our creation (Ex.
20:11) and re-creation (Deut. 5:15)
in public worship. Our liberation
was signified in baptism when our
triune God placed his name on our
foreheads, distinguishing us from “this
present evil age” (Gal 1:4; cf. Belgic
Confession, art. 34), and claiming us
for his own (1 Peter 2:9). This is what
our Heidelberg Catechism, written
in 1563, says when it answers the

question, “What does God require in
the fourth commandment?” Notice
that the answer does not contain a
laundry list of “do’s” and don’ts,” but
it says,
In the first place, God wills that
the ministry of the gospel and
schools be maintained, and
that I, especially on the day of
rest, diligently attend church to
learn the Word of God, to use
the Holy Sacraments, to call
publicly upon the Lord, and to
give Christian alms.
Since Sunday is the Lord’s Day, it
is his will for us that we diligently
attend church, “not neglecting to
meet together, as is the habit of some,
but encouraging one another, and all
the more as you see the Day drawing
near” (Heb. 10:25). This diligence in
anticipation of the final Day is seen
in the early account of the church,
which “devoted themselves to the
apostles’ teaching and fellowship, to
the breaking of bread and the prayers”
(Acts 2:42).
What this means for us is that we are
called to set aside Sunday and commit
ourselves to gratefully resting and
worshipping the triune God because
we belong to Christ, not ourselves
(Heidelberg Catechism, Q&A 1). The
Lord’s Day is the day in which Jesus
takes us to our Father and places
us into his arms and feeds us with
the Holy Spirit’s food for our souls,
the preaching of the gospel and
sacraments. There is, then, nothing
better we can do on the Lord’s Day
than assemble as a people to worship
our covenant God together and
receive his official means of grace. As
the eloquent Anglican, J. C. Ryle, said,
Never be absent from God’s
house on Sundays, without good
reason, – never to miss the Lord’s
Supper when administered in
our own congregation, – never
to let our place be empty when
means of grace are going on, this
is one way to be a growing and

prosperous Christian. The very
sermon that we needlessly miss,
may contain a precious word in
season for our souls. The very
assembly for prayer and praise
from which we stay away, may
be the very gathering that would
have cheered, and stablished, and
quickened our hearts.3
This pattern is found in the daily
morning and evening sacrifices that
were offered at the tabernacle and
temple (e.g., Exod. 29:38–42, 30:7–8;
Lev. 6:19; Num. 28:3, 6, 10, 15, 23, 24,
31, 29:6, 11, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34,
38). These sacrifices were interpreted
by the biblical writers as the “sacrifice
of praise” (Ps. 50:14; Heb. 13:15; cf.
Mal. 3:3–4; 1 Pet. 2:4–10). This pattern
of morning and evening sacrifices
of prayer was especially true on the
Sabbath (cf. Ps. 92). This pattern for
prayer is evident all throughout the
Psalms (e.g., Ps. 1:2, 5:3, 77:6, 141:2),
the history of Israel’s synagogues, the
Book of Acts (Acts 3:1, 10:9), and the
history of the Church in what later was
called matins and vespers, “morning”
prayers and “evening” prayers.4
What is interesting is that just as
circumcision, Passover, and the
Sabbath of the Old Covenant were
fulfilled in baptism, the Eucharist,
and the Lord’s Day in the New,
respectively, so we are led by the New
Testament to understand that the
daily morning and evening sacrifices
were fulfilled in the daily public and
private prayers of the church. In the
book of Acts we learn that the early
church gathered at the temple and
held public prayer services there as
well as in their homes. In Acts 2:42
the members of the church “devoted
themselves . . . to the prayers,” as Luke
uses the definite article “the” before
“prayers” to speak of specific, set
prayers which were said at the temple.
Then in Acts 2:46 we learn that the
believers gathered and prayed in
private in their homes, as well (cf. Acts
1:14, 4:23–31, 12:12–17). This is also
shown in Paul’s words about prayer.
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When Paul says, for example, to
“pray without ceasing”/“continually”
(1 Thess. 5:17; cf. Eph. 6:18; Heb.
13:15; Rom. 12:12; 1 Tim. 5:5) he is
speaking in an Old Testament way.
The daily morning and evening
sacrifices mentioned above were
called the tamid offering, that is, the
“regular”/“continual” offerings. This is
brought out in the King James/English
Standard translations of 2 Timothy
1:3: “I remember you constantly in
my prayers night and day” (2 Tim.
1:3; cf. Rom. 1:9–10; 1 Cor. 1:4; Eph.
5:20; Phil. 1:4, 4:4–6; Col. 1:3; 1 Thess.
1:2–3, 2:13, 3:6, 10; 2 Thess. 1:3, 11,
2:13; Philem. 4). What this means is
that Paul is telling us to offer up the
“sacrifice of praise” (Heb. 13:15), as
Israel, in the morning and evening.
Worship in both the morning and
the evening is a part of our identity
as Christians in the historic Christian
and Reformed tradition. The ruling
and overseeing body of our church,
the consistory, has determined
that continuing this practice best
“maintains” the ministry of the gospel
and public worship. And so because
they have been “lawfully called of
God’s church, and consequently
of God Himself ” (Form for the
Ordination of Elders and Deacons),
whenever they call us to worship God
is calling us to worship.
Admittedly, this is difficult for several
reasons, not the least of which is our
sinful nature. God’s claim upon our
lives in the form of the Lord’s Day
brings us face to face with the lordship
of Christ, requiring our lifestyle to
conform to Scripture, not the other
way around.
Yet there are practical difficulties such
as learning a new way of living as
Christians for those of us who came
out of evangelical churches that did
not honor the Lord’s Day, having
to drive 30-plus minutes to get to
worship, and having children. So
how can we allow the Lord’s Day to
structure us? Decide that you are going
to gratefully sanctify the Lord’s Day
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as special and not treat it as another
day filled with work, shopping, and
chores. The Lord’s Day is not about
a long checklist of dos and don’ts,
but is a day without a “Do List”—
except to worship and get enough
rest to allow you to worship. This also
means preparing for worship. If we
are so tired that we cannot worship
effectively because we were out late
the night before or studying until 3:00
am, we are not taking worship very
seriously nor making use of God’s gift
of a Sabbath rest.
This also means there is no such thing
as a vacation from worship. In all our
planning for vacations do we plan on
attending worship on the Lord’s Day
while we are on vacation? It is still his
day that he made holy. And since we
belong to him and not ourselves, why
would we want to be anywhere but
in worship on the Lord’s Day, even
when we are on vacation? If you go on
vacation, go somewhere you can find a
true church.
This is most important for our
children to see from an early age,
for how will they take God seriously
when worshipping him is an option
or must be fit into our schedules?
Instead, parents need to be creative
in making this day a genuine delight
for their family. Make something
special for breakfast that day, or a
special dessert for the evening; find
some special routine or tradition
that your family enjoys on the Lord’s
Day. Of course, this will also mean
educating our children about worship
and about the Lord’s Day. Although
this is not an easy task it is just part of
the command to Christian parents to
“bring them up in the discipline and
instruction of the Lord” (Eph. 6:4).
Our goal should be for them to so
understand and appreciate the Lord’s
Day and their role in it that they will
want to teach their children these
same things.
Since we are creatures of habit,
consistent attendance at both services
will become second nature, and

you will actually begin to say no
to enticements that distract from
worship—the mall, the movies, and
birthday parties. Use the time between
services to enjoy the beauty of creation
and redemption by discussing the
meaning of what you see and of what
you have heard on the Lord’s Day.
Finally, use the day to fellowship with
God’s people over lunch or dessert to
pray together, encourage each other,
and get to know your “family.”
Since we have been liberated from
the tyranny of serving ourselves in
order to serve the God who created
us to work and rest, and the Savior
who brought us eternal rest by his
triumph over the grave, let us use
this liberty to love the Lord through
the liturgy on the Lord’s Day as we
show our gratitude for the glorious
Gospel of grace.
————————
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n important aspect of the
Christian life, as Calvin
understood it, is the willingness of
the elect to imitate the example of
Christ, especially by bearing the cross
for his sake. Calvin did not endorse
the medieval idea of imitating Christ,
because that conceived of it as a
meritorious good work that would
qualify a person for salvation, and the
Reformer knew some features of the
Lord’s life are impossible to imitate. He
taught, nevertheless, that all Christians
must be ready to suffer for Christ’s sake.
Cross-bearing is an essential part of
spirituality, so the people of God must
be prepared for a “hard, toilsome, and
unquiet life crammed with many and
various kinds of evil. It is the heavenly
Father’s will thus to exercise them so
as to put his own children to a definite
test.”51 When suffering occurs the
disciples must realize their trials are
part of God’s plan. They must therefore
acknowledge that God’s will is “itself a
sufficient reason for everything. . . . It is
wisdom . . . to receive gladly whatever
God appoints and never to ask why; . . .
His will is the rule of all justice.”52 When
called upon to suffer for Christ and the
gospel, the saints should remember
their election, for that will keep them
from despair. “God’s mercy will always
remain concealed unless this part
is made clear . . . that God chose us
before we were born and before we
could do anything to influence him.”53
Afflictions may be due in some cases to
divine displeasure, but still they confer
benefits upon humble believers.54

In a sermon entitled Enduring
Persecution for Christ, John Calvin
asserted:
There are two things which
cannot be separated—to be
members of Christ, and to be

tried by many afflictions. . . . Let
men do their utmost; they cannot
do worse than murder us! Will
not the heavenly life compensate
for this?55
In spiritual warfare Christians face
trouble, both within and without.
Satan, Calvin believed, is a vicious
personal enemy, and believers must
understand they continue to have
natural inclinations that the devil is
eager to exploit. At times the elect may
feel “surrounded by death a thousand
times over and plunged into the
depths of hell.”56 The life of godliness
is, however, the “good fight of faith”
(I Timothy 6:12), and divine grace
enables his saints to persevere, as they
acknowledge their strength comes
from their Lord. As Calvin expressed
this truth:
Let us persevere . . . knowing
that God has not enlisted us for a
short time . . . but to live and die
in his service. They who are not
resolved . . . both to live and die
setting forth the glory of God do
not know what it is to fight.57
In Calvin’s judgment, repentance is
an essential component of spirituality.
In order to succeed in their spiritual
warfare, the people of God must make
repentance for their sins a lifelong
practice. Like Martin Luther, the
Reformer of Geneva had a profound
sense of sin and its continuing presence
in Christians’ lives to hinder their piety.
In the first of his Ninety-Five Theses
the great German Reformer declared,
“When our Lord and Master Jesus
Christ said repent (Matthew 4:17), he
willed the entire life of believers be one
of repentance.”58
As in almost every matter, Calvin
concurred with Luther’s conclusion,

.......................

John Calvin, Practical Theologian:
The Reformer’s Spirituality (2)

Dr. James Edward
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regarding repentance as the fruit
of faith, which entails sorrow for
sin, mortification of one’s sinful
propensities, and a dread of judgment.
It means a turning to God that leads to
a transformation of behavior. Calvin,
understanding this, criticized “that
giddy spirit which brings such fruits
that it limits to a paltry few days a
repentance that for a Christian ought
to extend throughout his life.”59
The Protestant Reformers, as biblical
theologians, portrayed spirituality
as a goal to be pursued as long as the
pilgrimage to heaven continues, and
they urged the saints to remember
that they journey together, not alone,
and the church is a community of
faith within which God has provided
the means to make their pilgrimage
successful.

Spirituality and the Church
Believers enjoy spiritual union with
Christ and with one another, and the
church is the context within which
that occurs. Reflecting upon Paul’s
reference to the church as the “pillar
and ground of the truth” (I Timothy
3:15), Calvin wrote:
Is not the church the mother of all
believers, because she brings them
to new birth by the Word of God,
educates and nourishes them . . .
strengthens them and finally leads
them to complete perfection?60
Union with the Savior is then
communal as well as individual
because it inducts converted sinners
into the church, where Christians are
bound together by the Holy Spirit in
a fellowship of caring and sharing.61
Within the church the saints have
access to the means of grace, which
promote the assurance of salvation.
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The church proclaims the Word of
God and thereby feeds the souls of her
members. Where the Word is preached
and the sacraments dispensed, Christ
ministers to his people.62 The ministry
of Word and sacraments enables
Christians to know Christ died for
them, and all benefits of his sacrifice
apply to them. They need the church
and her services for their growth in
spirituality.63
Calvin understood that the sacraments
are ordinances of the church, and,
like Augustine of Hippo, he regarded
a sacrament as a “visible form of an
invisible grace,” that is, “an outward
sign by which the Lord seals on our
consciences the promises of his good
will toward us in order to sustain the
weakness of our faith.”64 Piety advances
as Christians seek it vigorously
through the means of grace accessible
principally through the church, where
the sacraments direct attention to
Christ and to the believers’ union with
him. The Word gives the sacraments
efficacy, and the Holy Spirit enables
those who attend to the Word and
sacraments thereby to commune with
Christ.65
In calling the saints to participate in
the church, there to avail themselves of
the means of grace, the Reformer was
directing them to worship God as the
Lord himself has prescribed, and to
preserve the centrality of the Word in
the church, Calvin composed a liturgy
in which adoration is the central
feature. As one observer commented
aptly, “Calvin wanted to guard
worship from becoming a massaging
of our feelings.”66 The Reformer of
Geneva realized spirituality and
worship are inseparable, and pastors
have the solemn responsibility of
leading believers in corporate worship,
where they must apply the doctrines
of Scripture to daily life. Calvin
advocated passionate preaching and
warned pastors against lecturing to
congregations, for that might lead
people to a “cold and unimpressive
knowledge of God in the head.”67
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has made the throne of divine glory
a throne of grace, where believers,
by their prayers, offer to God their
“sacrifice of praise” (Hebrews 13:15).
Gratitude impels them to do this,
without which prayer would be
worthless.70

Pastors must feed the sheep and
repulse the wolves.
Many of Calvin’s writings are pastoral
in character, evidence of his deep
concern for people who experienced
conflicts as they sought to live in a
godly manner. He advised pastors, not
only to preach the Word, but to counsel
troubled saints compassionately in
order to cultivate their sanctification.
Souls in conflict, he believed, do well
to seek pastoral aid, even confessing
their sins to their spiritual advisors,
when private confession to God has
not brought them relief. When pastors
deal with such people, they must
require them to confront personal
sins “because only those afflicted and
wounded by the awareness of sins can
sincerely invoke God’s mercy.”68
John Calvin knew his ability to help
in the spiritual development of others
was due entirely to the work of grace
in his own life, so he sympathized
with others because he had to contend
with the same weaknesses as they. He
realized he was a sinner trying to help
other sinners.69
In the struggle to achieve Christlikeness,
Calvin stressed the necessity for
prayer, a subject to which he devoted
seventy pages of his Institutes, and
admonitions about prayer abound
throughout his writings. The
Reformer maintained that Scripture
must regulate the prayers of God’s
children, and therefore reverence for
God, admission of need, confession
of sin, and hope and confidence in the
Lord are essential components. Jesus

While the primary emphasis in prayer
must be adoration, Calvin encouraged
Christians to petition God for their
own needs and to intercede for others,
which is a wholesome privilege for all
who comprise the priesthood of all
believers.71 Whether prayer be an act of
worship or a petition for help, it must
be accompanied by submission to the
will of God, a matter Calvin addressed
in his exposition of the epistle to the
Romans, where he wrote:
Learn that what holds first place
in prayer is consent with the will
of the Lord, whom our wishes by
no means hold under obligation.
If we . . . would have our prayers
to be acceptable to God, we must
pray that he may regulate them
according to his will.72
Calvin was convinced God is
accessible to believers, so they can
always commune with him, and as
they pray, he comes to meet them.
True spirituality entails gratitude
expressed in prayer, even while
Christians await God’s answers.73
Prayer must be communal as well
as private, for the spiritual health of
believers requires their association
with the body of Christ, and when
they pray together, they promote unity
and wholesome growth of the church
while contributing to their individual
spiritual growth.74 In a statement
summarizing the whole matter of
prayer, Calvin asserted, “If prayer is of
no account to us, that is a sure sign that
we are unbelievers, however much we
claim to believe the gospel.”75
Another index of a professed believer’s
actual standing with God is his attitude
toward the needs of others. Spirituality
entails compassion for humans in
need, and in such cases, Christians

must demonstrate self-denial in
order to assist others. Once believers
renounce self-centeredness, they
are able to love their neighbors as a
consequence of their love for God. This
extends to loving enemies and giving
them all possible help.76 In language
almost identical with that of Martin
Luther, John Calvin stated, “Each of us
. . . was not born for his own sake, and
. . . is not to live . . . for his own profit,
but is to share with his neighbors and
serve them.” 77 Refusal to discharge this
duty is to “demonstrate that we are not
God’s children.”78
Concern for the wellbeing of their
neighbors is a hallmark of all true
Christians, and they direct their
charity toward both the spiritual and
material needs of others. With regard
to lost souls, Calvin said, “When we
see poor unbelievers wander and
go astray from the way of salvation,
we must have pity on them and do
all we can to reclaim them.”79 The
Reformer knew concern for others is
not man’s ordinary priority, but Jesus
commanded it, so Christians must
suppress their natural selfishness to do
so. In blunt terms, Calvin exclaimed,
“We shall never love our neighbors
with sincerity, according to our Lord’s
intention, till we have corrected the
love of ourselves. The two affections
are opposite and contradictory.”80
As Calvin perceived this matter, love
of self is a “mortal plague” that Christ’s
people must “rip out” of their lives, for
“all their goods God has given . . . on
the condition they be distributed to
the benefit of others.” Since believers
cannot benefit God in any way, they
must care for their neighbors, who
bear God’s image.81 God’s people must
not insist upon their rights, when
exercising those rights conflicts with
the needs of others. If the Christian
freedom “does not help our neighbors,
then we should forego it.”82
Meeting the rigorous duties of the
Christian life requires the saints to
seek aid from one another through
the church, their spiritual mother.

Believers need instruction to encourage
their spirituality, and the church is a
school in which Christians study all
their lives, and no one can attain to
real spirituality apart from the church.
“God’s fatherly favor and the special
witness of spiritual life are limited to
his flock, so it is always disastrous to
leave the church.”83 Fond of identifying
the church as the communion of saints,
Calvin emphasized her importance
for the spiritual development of her
people, when he wrote:
In the very word “communion”
there is a wealth of comfort
because, while it is determined
that whatever the Lord bestows
upon his members . . . belongs to
us, our hope is strengthened by all
the benefits they receive.84

Spirituality and the Future
John Calvin’s objective as a scholar
and a churchman was to assist fellow
Christians to attain and maintain
genuine piety throughout their lives.
It would therefore be appropriate to
regard him as the people’s theologian,
because, while he could discourse
with other intellectuals in the rather
esoteric language they employed,
he was first and foremost a servant
of God’s common people. He lived
with them and ministered to them
everyday, as he strove to assist them
toward spiritual maturity. To keep
them from discouragement, the
Reformer urged members of his flock
to realize that sanctification is a lifelong
development. Although sin no longer
holds dominion over them, the saints
remain vulnerable to temptation, and
at times they do lapse into sin. The
Christian life is then a continuous
struggle that will not end until death.85
Perfect sanctification, however, awaits
believers in eternity. Knowing his own
frailty as well as that of his people,
Calvin admonished them:
We are not our own; . . . let us
therefore forget ourselves and all
that is ours. Conversely, we are
God’s; let us therefore live for him

and die for him. . . . Let his will
rule our actions. . . . Let all parts
of our [lives] accordingly strive
toward him as our only lawful
goal.86
This resolution is essential for combat
with Satan, so “anyone who desires
that God should approve of his service
must prepare himself for battle, for
we have an enemy who never gives
up.”87 Victory, nevertheless, belongs to
the people of God, so let them realize
the outcome of their warfare is not in
doubt. As Calvin put it, “We shall have
a perfect victory over Satan; . . . for
God has given all power into the hands
of Jesus Christ, who is our head and
captain, so that we may be partakers
of it.”88
As beleaguered Christians move
toward eternity, the Reformer directed
them to pause often to meditate about
the life to come, and he reminded them
that their participation in the heavenly
life had already begun.89 While they
serve God through caring for the
needs of their neighbors, the disciples
of Jesus must focus on heaven. In doing
so, they will display their willingness
to discard their interest in transitory
things, as they anticipate eternal glory.
Christians must not fear death. In fact,
it would be irrational for them to do
so. To people faced with the prospect
of martyrdom, Calvin declared with
exhilaration:
We will die, but in death even
be courageous, not only because
through it we shall have a sure
passage to a better life, but because
we know that our blood will be a
seed to propagate the divine truth
which men now despise.90
As believers persevere in denying
themselves and bearing their crosses,
while enjoying present union with
Christ, and meditating upon heaven,
they should maintain a fervent hope for
the Savior’s return. As Calvin declared,
Christ “will come to us as Redeemer,
and rescuing us from this boundless
abyss of all evils and miseries, he will
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lead us into that blessed inheritance of
his life and glory.”91 There is therefore
every reason to face death unafraid.
Spirituality is a developing experience,
and “no one has progressed in Christ’s
school except the man who awaits in
joy and gaiety the day of death and the
final resurrection.”92

Conclusion
John Calvin, a practical theologian,
was God’s instrument to lead his
people in a time of crisis, that is, a
period of great danger and wonderful
opportunity. With full confidence in
God’s Word and reliance upon the
Holy Spirit, he taught believers of the
sixteenth century, and through his
writings, he continues to teach the
people of God. He understood that
scholarship should lead to piety for the
scholars themselves and for the people
the Lord has called them to serve. The
Reformer’s prayer at the close of a
lecture on Haggai 1:2 well summarizes
his concern about spirituality, and is a
fitting way to conclude this essay. Let
us pray!
Grant, almighty God that, as we
must carry on a warfare in this
world, and as it is your will to try
us with many contests,—Grant
that we may never faint, however
extreme may be the trials which
we may have to endure; and as you
have favored us with so great an
honor as to make us the framers
and builders of your spiritual
temple, may everyone of us present
and consecrate himself wholly
to you; and inasmuch as each of
us has received some peculiar
gift, may we strive to employ it
in building this temple, so that
you may be worshiped among us
perpetually; and especially may
each of us offer himself wholly as
a spiritual sacrifice to you, until
we shall at length be renewed in
your image and be received into
a full participation of that glory
which has been attained for us by
the blood of your only begotten
Son. Amen.93
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A Christian approach to pleasure in an Entertainment Culture!

Last time we began to reflect on the place of pleasure in
the life of the Christian. We looked at those innocent
pleasures that fill our everyday life with unstained joys.
We also mentioned our tendency sinfully to twist these
pleasures and turn them into idols, seeking more out of
them than what they can supply. In this way we not only
rob God, but we also destroy the pleasure to be found in
these innocent things.

.......................

Lovers of God Rather Than Lovers of Pleasure

Rev. Jaques
Roets

some kind of escape from the stresses,
the pains, the lonely moments of life,
we turn the innocent pleasures into
guilty ones because we look to them
to supply us with what God alone
can supply. Think of recreational
shopping for a moment. No longer do
we shop because we need something;
we are shopping merely for the fun
of shopping. Shopping itself becomes
the means by which we give meaning
to our lives. Or take our tendency
to snack between meals—eating for
emotional comfort or merely for the
sake of eating. Do you see the subtlety
of such misuses of good things? Things
that by themselves are perfectly good
can become huge stumbling blocks in
our lives.
So how can we spot the guilty
pleasures in our lives? How do you
know when something has crossed
the line from an innocent pleasure
to a guilty pleasure? When do you
know that something that is innocent
in and of itself, is used in an impure
and unholy way by you? Here are five
guidelines to assess the pleasures in
your life and to see whether they have
crossed over the line. It is a guilty
pleasure . . .

We ended by emphasizing that only
when God is God and He is the
greatest and purest pleasure of our
hearts, one in whom we truly delight,
only then can innocent pleasures find
their rightful God-given place in our
lives. In this article I will focus on
identifying the guilty pleasures in our
lives.

What are Guilty Pleasures?
Guilty pleasures are those pleasures
in life that leave us stained. After we
have indulged in them, they leave

us feeling dirty, guilty, or just empty.
These pleasures never leave us without
some discomfort, uneasiness and
restlessness. They always leave a stain
behind. Some of these guilty pleasures
are easy to identify: lust, gluttony
(overeating), and sloth (laziness).
But there are more subtle ones. In
the previous article we spoke of our
tendency to turn innocent pleasures
into guilty ones when we begin to
use them as escape hatches from the
pressures in life. When we look to
these pleasures to provide us with

1) When it is obviously wrong:
Those things that God in his
Word
expressly
condemns
are obviously guilty pleasures.
Lusting after a woman, delighting
in pornography (Matt 5:27-31),
abusing alcohol or drugs (Luke
21:34; Eph. 5:15-18), delighting
in telling stories about others (1
Tim. 5:13), all of these and many
more God explicitly forbids.
Therefore, examine your lives.
Do you take pleasure in some
things that God has expressly
forbidden?
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2) When it controls you: When
it has taken you captive. You
obsess about it. It is constantly in
your mind. You delight to dream
about it. It consumes your time
and seems to be irresistible. It
has become an obsession. Lust
obviously has this powerful
influence on people. But
shopping or anything else that
seems to be constantly on your
mind can also take you captive. It
owns you! What are the things in
your life that dominate your time,
your thoughts, and your desires?
3) When you hide it from
others: You will spot those guilty
pleasures in your life by looking
at those things you delight in
secretly. You do them covertly so
that no one can see you. It is those
things you hide from your spouse
or closest friends because you
know that they are illegitimate
pleasures. You feel ashamed and
embarrassed to acknowledge
that you take pleasure in them.
But remember it is part of the
powerful sway of these sinful
pleasures in our lives to be
hidden and unacknowledged.
Because they are hidden, they
can operate with freedom and
power. For us to break free
from these guilty pleasures we
must begin by claiming them
and acknowledging them to
ourselves, to others, and above all
to God! What are those pleasures
in your life that you hide from
those closest to you?

4) When it hinders your duty:
When it steals away from the
good things you should be doing,
then you know you are dealing
with a guilty pleasure. You neglect
to do something good because
you could not resist indulging
your secret pleasures. It is a guilty
pleasure when you persistently
fail to do your homework or
daily devotions because you
would rather spend the time
surfing the Internet, watching
television, or __________ (you
fill in the blank). What are the
pleasures that hinder you most in
doing good?
5) When it doesn’t deliver what
it promises: Sinful pleasures offer
us great things. Pornography offers
us the rush, the sexual titillation,
without the messy emotional
relationship that marriage brings.
Recreational shopping promises
to fill your life with meaning and
purpose. You are empowered by all
the decisions you have to make, and
you are able to define yourself by what
you buy. But the promises of sin are
always deceiving. Sinful pleasures are
unable to deliver what they promise.
The sexual rush that pornography
brings and the meaning and purpose
that shopping brings leave us void
and empty afterwards. It causes a
great cloud of guilt to hang over our
heads. An idolatrous pleasure by
its very nature cannot deliver what
it promises, because it promises
something that only God can supply:
true lasting joy and purpose in life.
All that these pleasures can supply

are pale imitations of God’s gifts, and
therefore they always leave us empty.
So what are those things in your life
that you expect will provide you with
pleasure but instead always leave you
feeling empty and disappointed?
Take these five guidelines and examine
your life. Pray that the Lord will help
you to search your heart to discover
what guilty pleasures you hide in your
heart. Ask the Lord to help you to
deal with them. (The Lord willing, the
next article will provide help to fight
against these guilty pleasures.)
————————
1. In 2004 I attended the annual
teaching conference of the
Christian Counseling & Education
Foundation in Philadelphia. One of
the workshops I attended was led by
David Powlison, entitled: “Amusing
Ourselves to Death,” named after
the book by Neil Postman. When I
returned home, reflecting further
on my notes from that workshop,
I wrote three articles. In 2005 Dr.
Powlison published his workshop
entitled “Pleasure” by Punch Press.
My work, although it owes much to
David Powlison’s stimulation and
insight, is sufficiently different that
I offer it up for the edification and
sanctification of God’s people. For
those who might be interested in
further reflection on this, Reformed
Youth Services published a Bible
study guide for young people’s
groups based on this material,
entitled, Amusing Yourself to Death.
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Looking Above

Rev. Brian Vos

“War in Heaven”
I must admit that before
studying Revelation 12:7–12,
I thought these verses were
dealing with the fall of Satan,
as the result of that battle that
took place in heaven after
creation but before the fall into
sin. I thought these verses were
referring to that great battle in
which Satan and his minions, in
their rebellious pride, made war
against Christ and His angels,
seeking to take Christ’s throne
(Isaiah 14:12–15).
Instead, much to my delight, I found
that these verses were dealing with
something much greater, something
much more glorious. Verses 7–8 tell us
that “war broke out in heaven: Michael
and his angels fought with the dragon;
and the dragon and his angels fought,
but they did not prevail, nor was a
place found for them in heaven any
longer.” This is not a reference to that
battle that took place in heaven after
creation and before the fall into sin.
This is not a reference to that battle in
which Satan and his minions arose in
rebellious pride against Christ and His
angels, seeking to take Christ’s throne.
Rather, this is a reference to that battle
that took place in heaven at the time
of Christ’s ascension, when He cast
Satan out of heaven forever. Christ
won the victory on earth through
His death on the cross and His
resurrection from the dead. He then
ascended into heaven as the King of

Glory. The gates of righteousness were
thrown open unto Him—they could
not do otherwise. The gates lifted up
their heads—they could not remain
closed. Christ, the King of Glory,
had completed His work, and by that
finished work had earned heaven for
Himself and for all His elect, and that,
in such a way that every accusation
against us has been answered once and
for all. This is what is communicated
to us here in Revelation 12:7–12. This
is what happens in heaven as a result
of Christ’s victory on earth.
“Michael and His angels fought with
the dragon; and the dragon and his
angels fought.” Who is Michael? He is
mentioned in Daniel 10:13, 21; 12:1;
in these passages He is clearly referred
to as the Protector of His people. He
is mentioned again in Jude 9, a rather
obscure and enigmatic passage, in
which He is called the “archangel,” One
who contends with the devil. But who
is Michael? I would submit to you that
Michael is none other Christ Himself!
Calvin also adopts this position in his
commentary on Daniel. In reference
to Daniel 10:13, Calvin writes these
words: “Some think the word Michael
represents Christ, and I do not object
to this opinion. Clearly enough, if all
angels keep watch over the faithful and
elect, still Christ holds the first rank
among them, because he is their head,
and uses their ministry and assistance
to defend all his people.”1 On Daniel
10:21, Calvin writes that some think
Michael to be the Christ, and he says:
“I do not object to this view, for he
calls him a prince of the church, and

this title seems by no means to belong
to any angels, but to be peculiar to
Christ.”2 On Daniel 12:1, Calvin writes
these words, “Michael may mean an
angel; but I embrace the opinion of
those who refer this to the person of
Christ, because it suits the subject best
to represent him as standing forward
for the defense of his elect people.”3
Here in Revelation 12:7–12, then, we
find Christ as the supreme defender
of His people. That is why we find
Him here under the name of Michael,
because He is protecting His people.
Notice how powerfully He defends
His people: He attacks the dragon. It is
not the dragon who attacks Michael;
it is Michael who attacks the dragon.
It is not Satan who attacks Christ; it is
Christ who attacks Satan. Christ and
His angels take the offensive against
Satan and his minions. It is not Satan
who takes the battle to Christ, it is
Christ who takes the battle to Satan,
and that on behalf of His people.
At the time of creation, but prior to the
fall, it was Satan who took the battle
to Christ, resulting in Satan’s fall. But
here it is Christ who takes the battle
to Satan, resulting in Satan’s final
banishment from heaven. The result is
pictured in verse 8: “Michael and His
angels fought with the dragon; and the
dragon and his angels fought, but they
did not prevail, nor was a place found
for them in heaven any longer.” The
dragon and his angels did not prevail;
the Greek says literally, they “were not
strong enough.” That great, fiery red
dragon appears so powerful; he has
seven heads. He appears so mighty; he
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has ten horns. He appears omnipotent;
he has seven diadems. He appears to
have such great strength; with his tail
alone he drew a third of the stars out
of heaven and cast them to the earth.
Indeed, his craft and power may be
great; he may be armed with cruel hate;
on earth is not his equal. But One has
entered heaven who is more powerful
than he! One has entered heaven for
whom the dragon is no match. In
heaven there is One who is mighty,
powerful, and omnipotent. His name
is Jesus Christ, and in comparison
with Him, Satan has no strength at all.
And so, the dragon and his minions
did not prevail, nor was a place found
for them in heaven any longer.
Verse 9 is more emphatic still: “So the
great dragon was cast out, that serpent
of old, called the Devil and Satan, who
deceives the whole world; he was cast
to the earth, and his angels were cast
out with him.” Notice here in verse 9
that John has done something quite
out of the ordinary in the book of
Revelation. He has interpreted the
sign for us. He tells us exactly who
the great, fiery dragon is. He is “that
serpent of old.” He is “the Devil.” He is
“Satan.” John interprets the sign for us
here because he wants to be very clear
in his message that Satan has been cast
out of heaven. He wants to be very
clear that Satan has been defeated.
John wants to be very clear that we
now do battle with a vanquished foe.
John knows that Satan’s deception
is great; indeed, “he deceives the
whole world”; and so to combat that
deception, John interprets the sign of
the great, fiery red dragon for us here.
There can be no doubt about it: the
dragon is Satan.
Even as John wants us to know that
the dragon is Satan, so he wants us to
know what Christ has done to Satan.
Three times in verse 9 John refers
to the casting out of Satan and his
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minions. “So the great dragon was cast
out . . .” “he was cast to the earth . . .”
“and his angels were cast out with him
. . .” Satan and his minions have been
cast out of heaven forever. In the Old
Testament Satan was allowed some
degree of access into heaven, and
there he made his accusations against
God and against God’s people. He
appeared before God and challenged
Him with regard to Job (Job 1–2); he
disputed with Christ over the body
of Moses (Jude 9); he accused Joshua
the post-exilic High Priest of filthiness
and sin (Zechariah 3). But now Satan
and his minions have been cast out
of heaven forever. Satan can never
appear in heaven again. He has been
cast out forever!
And you see the results of that. Verse
10: “Then I heard a loud voice saying in
heaven, ‘Now salvation, and strength,
and the kingdom of our God, and the
power of His Christ have come, for the
accuser of our brethren, who accused
them before our God day and night,
has been cast down.’” As a result of
Christ’s triumph at the cross, salvation
has come. The kingdom of God
has come. The power of Christ has
come. Don’t miss the statement: “The
accuser of our brethren, who accused
them before our God day and night,
has been cast down.” The Greek reads
literally: “Now have come salvation
and power and the kingdom of our
God and the authority of His Christ,
for cast out is the accuser of our
brethren who accused them before
our God day and night.”
Do you see the glory of this? Because
of Christ’s victory on the cross, Satan
can bring no more accusations against
the saints of God. In the times of
the Old Testament, he did, and to a
certain extent he had a case. After
all, the saints of the Old Testament
were saved on the basis of the promise
that Christ would come and shed His

blood and fulfill all righteousness.
But until Christ came, that promise
was just that—a promise. And thus
Satan made his claim: no blood had
been shed to cover the sins of the Old
Testament saints; no righteousness
had been rendered to clothe the Old
Testament saints. Thus, Satan made his
accusations. But now Christ has come
and has fulfilled all righteousness and
has shed His blood; His people are
now truly washed by His blood and
clothed in His robes of righteousness;
this is no longer a matter of promise; it
is a matter of fulfillment. The promise
has been fulfilled. Satan therefore
has no case. Every accusation against
God’s elect has been answered once
for all! There is no place for him in
heaven any longer!
Satan has been cast out of heaven
forever. He can never appear in
heaven again to accuse the saints
of God. What profound comfort is
here: the great enemy of your soul
can never appear in heaven again to
accuse you. Christ has answered every
accusation that could ever be made
against you. In heaven no accusation
can be brought against you. Christ
will not allow it! He has shed His
blood for you. He has clothed you
in His righteousness. Paul puts is so
powerfully in Romans 8:33–34: “Who
shall bring any charge against God’s
elect? It is God who justifies. Who is he
who condemns? It is Christ who died,
and furthermore is also risen, who is
even at the right hand of God, who
also makes intercession for us.” Christ
has silenced every charge that could
ever be brought against us. Who shall
bring any charge against God’s elect?!
No one, not even Satan himself!
Verse 11 goes on to say, “And they
overcame him by the blood of the
Lamb and by the word of their
testimony, and they did not love
their lives to the death.” Here we are

directed to our life-blood, even the
blood of the Lamb. We live by means
of His death. We are washed by means
of His blood. We are clothed by means
of His nakedness. We overcome the
attacks of the evil one by the blood of
the Lamb. Question and Answer 60
of our Catechism puts it so well: “Q.
How are you right with God? A. Only
by true faith in Jesus Christ. Even
though my conscience accuses me of
having grievously sinned against all
God’s commandments, and of never
having kept any of them, and even
though I am still inclined toward
all evil, nevertheless, without my
deserving it at all, out of sheer grace,
God grants and credits to me the
perfect satisfaction, righteousness,
and holiness of Christ, as if I had
never sinned nor been a sinner, as if
I had been as perfectly obedient as
Christ was obedient for me. All I need
to do is to accept this gift of God with
a believing heart.”
Here we come back to the centrality
of justification. Luther and Calvin
were exactly right when they said
that justification is the doctrine
upon which the church stands or
falls; it is the hinge upon which the
church turns. If the church does
not understand the doctrine of
justification she will necessarily fall,
for she will have no message left to
bring, no good news to proclaim,
no gospel to preach. The church has
only one message to bring, and that
is the gospel of our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ. This is what His gospel
proclaims: because of the person and
work of Jesus Christ, God will never
hold against us, poor sinners that we
are, any of our sins, nor our sinful
nature, which we need to struggle
against all our life. No accusation can
be brought against us. Not our past
sins. Not our present sins. Not our
future sins. Not our continual struggle

with sin. Not our backsliding. Not our
waywardness. Not our straying. None
of these can or will be held against us.
Christ our Savior has made a complete
and full satisfaction for all our sin.
We are in Him. No one can bring a
charge against us. That is the glory of
the gospel. Our standing before the
throne of God has been settled once
and for all, and that by the blood
of the Lamb. This is the gospel that
nourishes us. This is the gospel that
is proclaimed to us in the preaching
of the Word. This is the gospel that is
proclaimed to us in the sacraments.
This is the gospel that truly nourishes
our souls unto everlasting life. This is
the gospel we need!
It is this gospel proclamation that then
leads to the Christian life. Jesus Christ
has been so beautifully pictured to us
in Revelation 12 as a child. Do you
begin to see the irony of it all? In the
great fiery red dragon, we have the
complete antithesis of the child. Satan
sought to exalt himself to the throne,
and was instead cast down in utter
humiliation, Christ triumphing over
him at the cross, making a public
spectacle of him at the cross. But
Christ, who humbled Himself, was
exalted. And so it for us: any who
would seek to exalt themselves will
be humbled and cast down; any who
would humble themselves will be
exalted and lifted up. That is the way
of the gospel: you exalt yourself, and
you will be humbled; you humble
yourself and you will be exalted. You
must become like a child, depending
entirely upon Christ for your salvation.
And so you hear the command in
heaven: “Rejoice, O heavens, and you
who dwell in them!” The Greek says
literally, “Rejoice, O heavens, and
you who in them tabernacle!” The
language is beautiful, for it is referring
not only to those who have died and
gone to heaven; it is referring to the

church presently; it is referring to the
status of the Christian presently. Did
you know that even now, presently,
you are tabernacling in heaven? Did
you know that even now, presently,
you are secure in heaven? Do you
think that after Christ went through
the great travail of redemption in
order to cast Satan out of heaven,
thereby securing your redemption, He
would allow Satan to accuse you once
again? Certainly not! Dear Christian,
rejoice! Your dwelling place is heaven
itself! Your standing before the throne
of God has been made secure!
And yet notice that that security
is pictured to you here in terms of
tabernacling. While in principle you
have been seated in the heavenly
places, you still live here below.
And while heaven has been made
secure, the earth is not. “Woe to the
inhabitants of the earth and the sea!
For the devil has come down to you,
having great wrath, because he knows
that he has a short time” (v. 12b). The
church still faces the persecutions of
the devil here on earth. No accusation
can be laid against us in heaven, but
the devil will continue to torment our
consciences here on earth. With all
the greatness of his wrath, and with all
the urgency of knowing that his time
is short, he tries to get you to take
your eyes off Jesus, for if he succeeds
in that, he will torment you and buffet
you and make you most miserable.
The remedy is here set before you.
Your security is in Christ. The hymn
puts it so well: “Though Satan should
buffet, though trials should come,
let this blest assurance control: That
Christ has regarded my helpless estate
and has shed His own blood for my
soul!” Satan may persecute you; he
may torment you; he may buffet
you; he may even use his minions
to kill you, but here is your victory:
“Who shall separate us from the
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Here is the glorious liberty and
freedom you are looking for: you bear
your sins no more! “My sin—O the
bliss of this glorious thought—my sin
not in part, but the whole is nailed to
the cross and I bear it no more. Praise
the Lord, praise the Lord, O my soul!”
We go on to sing, “O Lord, haste the
day when my faith shall be sight; the
clouds be rolled back as a scroll; the
trump shall resound, and the Lord
shall descend; even so, it is well with
my soul!”
Let us rejoice and sing, and let us
eagerly look for the consummation,
when Satan shall finally be cast into
the lake of fire, and we shall behold
our dear Redeemer face to face.
————————
1. John Calvin. Calvin’s Commentaries.
Volume XIII. Grand Rapids, MI:
Baker Book House, 1993. p. 253.
2. Ibid., p. 266.
3. Ibid., p. 369.
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Understanding
Christian Unity
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love of Christ? Shall tribulation, or
distress, or persecution, or famine, or
nakedness, or peril, or sword? As it is
written: ‘For Your sake we are killed
all day long; we are accounted as
sheep for the slaughter.’ Yet in all these
things we are more than conquerors
through Him who loved us” (Romans
8:35–37). Tribulation will only drive
you to your Savior. Distress will only
drive you to your Savior. Persecution
will only drive you to your Savior.
Nakedness, peril, and sword will only
drive you to your Savior. They may
kill you, even counting you as sheep
for the slaughter; it will only drive
you to your Savior. You are more than
a conqueror; nothing can separate
you from the love of God which is in
Christ Jesus our Lord!

Dr. D. G. Hart
&
Mr. J. R. Muether
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y way of reminder, the point of this series is that
Protestants have good reason to keep protesting.
For instance, the doctrines of biblical authority and
justification still separate us from Rome. And the
Protestant doctrine of salvation and understanding
of biblical authority make a big difference in the way
Protestants regard and practice their faith, whether in
worship, vocation, or morality.
If Protestants stand resolute on these issues, there is one issue
where many are willing to cede ground to Roman Catholics.
That is the matter of the unity of the church. Protestantism,
it is claimed, destroyed this unity; where once there was one
church there now are many churches. Did the Reformation let
the genie out of the proverbial bottle? Did it unleash a monster
that overwhelmed Christendom and set the West on its wayward
course to secularism and relativism? In other words, once
Christian unity has been shattered, is there any way to restore it,
short of repenting and returning to Rome?
Sometimes the case is put more bluntly. Protestants, it is often
remarked, removed the pope only to replace him with a million
popes. Individualism, it seems, is part of the Protestant DNA.
This is not fair to say of earliest Protestant churches or their
leaders. One could argue that political developments, many of
which owe to the unhealthy confusion created by ecclesiastical
establishments, were as much responsible for modern
individualism as Protestant teaching per se. Martin Luther’s
“Here I stand,” for example, was not the boast of a defiant
individual, but of one who stood with the voices of the ancient
church. Still, the charge of disunity and disorder may apply to
quarters of contemporary Protestantism, such as revivalism,
which demands a private religious experience and thereby
downplays the ministry of the church and her ordained officers.

As much as folk lament the fractured
state of American Protestantism, the
situation is not as bad as it once was.
As we noted earlier, there are three
major expressions of Lutheranism in
America (the mainline Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America, the
Missouri Synod, and the Wisconsin
Synod). This is far different from the
late nineteenth century, when there
were over seventy different Lutheran
synods in America. That number
reflected the ethnic and language
diversity among Lutherans who
were migrating to the new world. As
those immigrants assimilated and
adopted English, they found ways to
join together in a common witness
and ministry.
Language is not a problem for Rome,
whose official language is still Latin.
Protestants speak in many tongues,
and this use of the vulgar, or the
vernacular, is a good thing. The
ethnic universality of the church will
create linguistic diversity. We still live
in an age when God’s design is for
diversity through multiple languages.
The spiritual division of Babel was
overcome by Pentecost, but that
was different from organizational
division. The gift of the Spirit united
the people of God but did not force
Christians into a common tongue.
Pentecost still acknowledged human
and cultural diversity. Ethnic identity,
cultural background, and historical
circumstances all contribute to the
diversity in the church today. Some
of these differences contribute to the
enrichment of the church’s witness to
the world.
So what does unity mean? What does
diversity mean? And what should
unity in diversity look like? These
questions are more complicated
that we might at first imagine.
Ecclesiastical union is often a thinly
disguised form of assimilation that
threatens to impoverish the church
by robbing it of its diversity.

The Question of Roman
Catholic Unity
The Roman Catholic Church is not
the oldest Christian communion.
Eastern Orthodox Churches are older
and were more prominent in the
earliest days of the church than Rome.
The earliest Christian jurisdictions
centered on Jerusalem, Antioch,
Alexandria, and Constantinople.
Rome’s prominence came later (and
developed with its claims to Peter and
the supremacy of the Bishop of Rome
as the vicar of Christ). It certainly
helped Rome’s claims to supremacy
that it had no rival cities in the
western church.
Tensions between the Eastern and
Latin churches developed over
several issues. Language (Greek vs.
Latin) was one. Another was icons:
The East was more “iconodule” in its
promoting the use of images and their
veneration. Theological differences
between east and west are invoked
whenever we recite the Nicene Creed.
While the Nicene Creed is shared
by all historic churches of western
Christianity, it separates them from
eastern Christianity when it describes
the Holy Spirit as proceeding from the
Father and the Son (filioque), a phrase
not confessed in the East. Eventually
these differences would lead to a
severing of fellowship in AD 1054, as
Constantinople and Roman bishops
excommunicated the other. And so the
Nicene Creed is at once a statement of
Christian unity and division.
“By schisms rent asunder, by heresies
distressed.” The familiar hymn
reminds us that Christian unity can
be broken in two ways: schism and
heresy. John Calvin claimed that
Roman Catholics divided the church
by breaking away from the truth of
the gospel. And so, given its role in
the disruptions of the eleventh and
sixteen centuries, Rome does not
seem to be in a position to claim the
high ground of Christian unity.

Another question worth raising
is the present extent of Roman
Catholic unity. Often overlooked
is the significant diversity within
the church today, from ultratraditionalists
to
postmodern
Catholics. A recent article by a
Catholic author described the many
recent changes in American Roman
Catholicism. In “When the Swallows
Come Back to Capistrano: Catholic
Culture in America” (First Things,
October 2006), J. Bottum described
the growth of liberalism in American
Catholicism in the days following the
second Vatican Council. “Back then,”
he writes, “nearly every element
of Catholic doctrine appeared as
tentative and changeable as figures in
wet clay.” American Catholics were
crossing the “crabgrass frontier,”
joining the suburban Protestant
melting pot through assimilation
and intermarriage. Many remained
merely “culturally Catholic” with little
attention to Catholic practice and
infrequent attendance at Mass. “It was
the silly season,” he remembers, “and
anything seemed possible,” from the
popularity of the film, “The Exorcist,”
to the thundering moralisms of the
Jesuit congressman, Father Robert
Drinan. Bottum notes that the U.S.
Catholic Bishops advanced leftward
on political and social issues even
while the laity moved to the right,
especially on abortion.
Conformity to the Bishop of Rome
seems more attractive and binding
in theory than in practice. It is one
thing to be kindly disposed to the
pope, but are bishops and dioceses
submitting to the pope? There are
national churches, different orders,
different theological traditions—these
expressions of diversity may be more
Protestant than Roman Catholics care
to admit.

The Problem of Protestant
Unity
On the other side of Rome’s claims of
unity masking great diversity is the
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Protestant problem of trying to make
up for disunity through ecumenical
cooperation and merger. Protestant
ecumenism has largely been guilty of
obliterating denominations and their
theological traditions, and so illustrate
the dangers of desires for unity—it often
abets the rise of theological liberalism.
American Protestants, especially in
the north, embraced ecumenicity
immediately after the Civil War in
order to collaborate in restoring
unity to America. The threats were
manifold: materialism, agnosticism,
and especially Roman Catholicism,
with the rise in Catholic immigration
to America. In response, Protestants
established
interdenominational
agencies to form a united Protestant
front against these threats to American
culture. Suddenly, Protestant division
on sacraments, polity, and soteriology
paled in comparison to the deeper
concern to keep America generically
Protestantism.
The formation of the Federal Council
of Churches in 1908 furthered the
aim for organic church union in the
United States. Organic as opposed
to federated unity was ultimately
proposed in 1920, along the lines
that resulted in the United Church
of Canada in 1925, where Anglicans,
Presbyterians,
and
Methodists
abandoned their denominational
autonomy and joined a generic
Protestant Church. Among the
dissenters of American Presbyterian
calls to union was J. Gresham
Machen, the leader in the formation
of Westminster Seminary (1929) and
the Orthodox Presbyterian Church
(1936). Machen was not opposed
to unity per se, but he objected to
the reasons for union, which were
political and social, not theological
or churchly. Protestant ecumenism,
in other words, was part of the social
gospel. For Machen this was another
gospel that substituted moralism for
the gospel of redemption from sin
through the righteousness of Christ.
(Although the social gospel of the
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theological left does not animate
conservative evangelical ecumenicity
in our day, it is often promoted by the
same theologically minimal basis that
grieved Machen.)

Rethinking Unity
The history of Roman Catholic
disunity and the often disastrous
effects of Protestant efforts at unity
force us to qualify our sense of the
value of unity. While we cannot
escape the “ecumenical imperative”
of Scripture, Protestants need to
consider other ways in which unity
can be achieved. There are vital
expressions of Christian unity other
than organizational merger, and more
modest versions are worth cultivating.
Subsidiarity, a teaching developed
particularly well by Roman Catholics,
is the principle that decentralizes
the ordering and governing of
institutions, public or private.
Advocates of subsidiarity argue that
corporate concerns should be handled
by the smallest competent authority.
A distant and complex bureaucracy
should not handle what a simple and
local organization can adjudicate.
In civil government, subsidiarity
supports limited government and
opposes centralization of power
in federal governments. (Welfare,
for example, is better regulated
on a local level.) In a sense, the
Protestant Reformation introduced
subsidiarity to western church polity.
The Roman Catholic Church was
and is a top-down, bureaucratic
institution. Protestants invested more
power in local and regional churches.
Moreover pastors were treated
equitably, without the vesting of
greater powers in bishops. Protestants
restored the pastoral responsibilities
of local pastors in Geneva, France,
Scotland, and the Netherlands. That
national churches grew in the wake of
the Reformation is another result of
this principle of subsidiarity.
Subsidiarity suggests another way of
looking at unity. Churches are united

at the local level, but not necessarily at
the global level. Authority dispersed
to local governors is a good thing. To
put it all in the hands of one office or
person leads to tyranny, to the tyrant
thinking he is God’s vicar on earth.
Another way to consider unity in the
context of diversity is conciliarism.
Conciliarism was a reform movement
in the Roman Catholic Church at
the eve of the Reformation that
held that final authority in spiritual
matters resided with the church as a
corporation of Christians. This came
to expression in church councils,
not through the authoritative
pronouncements of the pope.
While conciliar impulses have waxed
and waned in Roman Catholicism,
Protestantism
(and
especially
Presbyterianism)
is
inherently
conciliar. Wisdom is found in groups or
committees, and power is delegated to
a plurality of elders. Protestants rule by
synod and councils where assemblies
of commissioners deliberate in order
to arrive at a consensus. This process,
it must be readily acknowledged, is
hardly time-efficient or exciting. But
it is a more fitting way to govern the
church in the light of what Scripture
reveals about human sinfulness. This
is the practice we find in Acts 15,
with the gathering of the Jerusalem
Council, which Presbyterians are fond
of describing as the first “General
Assembly” of the church.
Yet a third way of manifesting unity
is denominationalism. This may seem
counter-intuitive for some readers.
Protestant denominationalism often
smacks of pride and chauvinism
that strike at the heart of unity.
John Frame, for example, has
argued that denominations are at
best necessary evils because “all
denominational division has been
due to sin somewhere.” But this is
an oddly tendentious dismissal.
Denominations can just as easily
be described as the result of church
discipline. For example, in 1973

when Francis Schaeffer encouraged
the PCA exodus from the liberal
southern Presbyterian Church, he
described it as a case of “discipline
in reverse.” If discipline is the mark
of a true church, then can not
denominationalism be conceived as
a good thing? Indeed, denominations
often serve to preserve and promote
the well-being of the church.
Councils of churches are ways
of
expressing
unity
among
denominations.
The
worldwide
Anglican
Communion
is
an
international association of national
Anglican churches. Churches in
this association are in communion
with the Church of England; they
are in mutual agreement on basic
doctrines and they share sacramental
fellowship, but each national church
retains its judicial authority. Robert
Godfrey of Westminster Seminary
California has recently proposed a
similar arrangement for churches
belonging to the North American
Presbyterian and Reformed Council
(NAPARC). The URCNA, OPC, PCA,
and other members would all retain
their own powers while also delegating
commissioners to participate in a
federated church body. This is one
way to express Christian unity while
retaining the autonomy of each
denomination.
Unity must not be invoked simply
as an effort to avoid problems. The
united church that results from
merger is often an undisciplined or a
doctrinally indifferent church. It is a
church beset by disunity that cannot
be addressed. To have different
denominations, to have disunity
organizationally, is to maintain
discipline of mutual accountability,
assuming churches maintain active
fellowship and correspondence with
other communions.
Genuine unity is not a lowest
common denominator of gospel
minimalism. Rather, unity in the
faith is attained by growing into

spiritual maturity, as Paul writes in
Ephesians 4:13. The Westminster
Confession
acknowledges
that
particular churches are more or less
pure, “according as the doctrine of
the gospel is taught and embraced,
ordinances administered, and public
worship performed more or less
purely” (25.4). Denominationalism
acknowledges the pluriformity of
the church, and in the midst of this
plurality, “we must aim and strive for
the purest” of churches, as Herman
Bavinck writes.

The Lord’s Supper and the
Unity of the Church
Scripture reminds us that the greatest
expression of unity takes place when
saints gather at the Lord ’s Table. This
is mystical communion that we enjoy
because we are united to Christ. So
frequent communion is a tangible way
in which Protestants can participate
in the unity of the church. Perhaps
we must rest content in that unity,
while serving in our communions
as faithfully as we can. Let us not be
tempted to imagine that this form of
unity, ordained by our Lord, is any
less significant than fellowship with
the bishop of Rome.
In 1 Corinthians 11, Paul insists
that discipline must accompany the
sacrament of the Lord’s Supper. This
serves to remind us that unity is not
the only goal of the church, or even
its main goal. Unity must serve the
peace and purity of the church. Any
bond without peace and purity is a
counterfeit that does not deserve the
label Christian unity.

Dr. D.G. Hart and 		
Mr. John R. Muether are
coauthors of several books,
most recently Seeking a Better
Country: 300 Years of American
Protestantism (P&R 2007). Both
are ruling elders in the Orthodox
Presbyterian Church.
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A

fter an extended treatment of the
knowability of God in volume
two of his Reformed Dogmatics,
Bavinck turns to the subjects of the
names and attributes of God, and the
doctrine of the Trinity. Through his
revelation of himself in his works and
Word, the Triune God grants to us a
true knowledge of who he is, not only
in his relations with his creatures, but
also in the fullness of his perfections
and attributes. Though Bavinck
acknowledges the limitations of our
capacity to comprehend who God is,
he insists that God’s revelation is a
reliable source for a true apprehension
of God’s nature and character.
The Names of God
In the history of Christian theology,
the subject of God’s attributes has
naturally emerged within the setting
of a consideration of God’s name. In
Scriptural revelation, the name or
names of God are not simply distinct
ways of referring to the true and living
God. They are descriptions of God’s
character. To use a linguistic distinction,
these names are not merely denotative
but connotative. Unlike human names
that are often arbitrarily given (upon
the basis of their current popularity)
and say little or nothing about the sort
of person who is named, God’s names
reveal who he is. Regarding the general
significance of the idea of God’s name
in the Scriptures, Bavinck observes that
[A] name is something personal
and very different from a
number or a member of a
species. It always feels more or
less unpleasant when others
misspell or garble our name: it
stands for our honor, our worth,
our person and individuality. But
that linkage was much more vital
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in earlier times when names still
had a transparent meaning, and
actually revealed the identity of a
person or thing. (RD 2:97)
This general observation about the
significance of a person’s name has
special application in the case of the
Triune God of the Scriptures. So close
is the link between God’s name and
his personal identity and character,
any perversion or inappropriate use of
God’s name is a direct assault upon his
Person, a defaming of his reputation,
or a belittling of his identity.
Before he identifies and explains
the various names for the true and
living God of the Scriptures, Bavinck
reiterates several themes that he set
forth in his introductory comments
on the knowability of God. The first of
these themes is that God’s names are
not arbitrarily chosen or the product
of human reflection or imagination.
We do not name God; God names
himself in his revelation. The names
of God, accordingly, are given
through divine revelation. When we
address God or speak about him,
our language must conform to the
standard set for us in God’s Word. The
second of these themes is that divine
revelation involves an act of God’s
gracious initiative and condescension.
God comes to us in his Word and,
in so doing, accommodates himself
and his language to our limitations
as creatures. All knowledge of God is
analogical, that is, it assumes that God
as Creator has left an imprint upon or
revealed himself in the works of his
hands. Our knowledge of God, and by
extension of his names, “is only a finite
image, a faint likeness and creaturely
impression of the perfect knowledge
that God has of himself ” (RD 2:110).
To illustrate what this means, Bavinck
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appeals to a traditional distinction
in Reformed theology between the
archetypal and ectypal knowledge
of God. The archetypal knowledge
of God is the knowledge God has
of himself. God’s self-knowledge is
perfect, comprehensive, immediate,
and necessary to who he is as God. In
a manner of speaking, God is the first
and original theologian. The ectypal
knowledge of God is our knowledge
of God, which is wholly dependent
upon God’s gracious decision to “go
outside of himself ” and give himself
to be known by us. To use an analogy
of John Calvin, God’s revelation of
himself, which is the basis for all
derived or ectypal knowledge, is akin
to a mother “lisping” (we would use
the language, “talking baby-talk”)
with her children. Through God’s
condescension in divine revelation,
we are able truly to know God.
However, our knowledge of God is
necessarily imperfect, incomplete,
and derivative knowledge. We
know God as he shares his perfect
knowledge of himself with us.
Since the names of God are revelatory
of God’s nature and character, the
topic of God’s attributes ordinarily is
addressed in the context of a treatment
of these names. However, before
Bavinck considers God’s attributes in
particular, he notes that the Scriptures
do employ a number of proper names
for God that are of special importance
in the history of revelation. When
we speak of proper names, we are
speaking of those names that God
gives to himself and in terms of which
he is to be addressed. Though all of
God’s attributes are able to be used in
addressing God, some of the names
of God in Scripture are used in a
more restricted sense. These proper

names are “names by which we refer
to or address God as an independent
personal being” (RD 2:137).
Among the proper names of God
that are particularly important
in Scriptural revelation, Bavinck
identifies the following:

Graphite illustration of Herman Bavinck by Erik G. Lubbers.

El, Elohim, El Shaddai: The
simplest and most common
name for God in the Old
Testament is El, or one of its
related forms, Elohim and El
Shaddai (God Almighty). This
name for God discloses that
he is the great Creator of all
things, whose power or might is
evident in his rule over creation
and his ability to accomplish his
every purpose. In the history of
theology, some debate has taken
place regarding the significance
of the plural
form,

Elohim, which could be
translated “gods” (as is the case
when it refers to the non-gods
of human idolatry). Contrary to
the argument of some biblical
scholars, who claim that the
plural form is a residue of an
earlier polytheism, Bavinck
suggests that it is better taken as
a “plural of abstraction” or as an
“intensive plural,” which denotes
the fullness of God’s life and
power as the transcendent Lord
of all creation.
YHWH, YHWH Sabaoth: In the
history of God’s fulfillment of his
covenant promises to his people,
Israel, this name identifies God the
Creator as the covenant Lord who
unfailingly accomplishes his purposes
and fulfills his promises. Known as
the tetragrammaton (for the four
consonants that comprise this name),
God revealed his peculiar covenant
name to Moses, the Mediator of the
covenant, in the context of Moses’
charge to lead the children of Israel
out of captivity in Egypt (Ex. 3).
Literally, this name means “I will be
who I will be.” The covenant Lord
is always there in the course of
redemptive history, accomplishing
his redemptive purposes and
faithfully executing his promise to
be a God to Abraham and his seed.
As the Lord of hosts, the covenant
God of Israel employs the “armies
of heaven” triumphantly to secure
the redemption of his people and
vanquish their enemies. In the Greek
language of the New Testament, this
name is often rendered as “Lord,” and
the covenant finds its fulfillment
in the Person and work of
the Lord Jesus Christ
who is the Word
become flesh,
“full of grace
and truth”
(John 1).
Father: In
the New

Testament revelation, we find the
fullness of God’s disclosure of himself
in his trinitarian name, “Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit.” “This name is the
supreme revelation of God. God is
not only the Creator, the Almighty,
the Faithful One, the King and Lord;
he is also the Father of his people”
(RD 2:147). Believers know God as
their Father and King through Jesus
Christ, the eternal and natural Son
of the Father, and the One through
whom the grace of adoption is
bestowed upon the children of God.
In the fullness of God’s self-revelation,
believers enjoy fellowship with the
Father, through the Son, and in or by
the Holy Spirit.
The Attributes of God
If the name of God refers
comprehensively to the fullness of
what God has revealed about his
nature and character in his revelation,
and if the names of God refer to
those restricted ways in which God
is addressed by his people—the
attributes of God represent the rich
and diverse array of God’s perfections.
Because God is infinitely rich and
unfathomably great in his being and
nature, the revelation of God requires
that we acknowledge a diversity of
these attributes or perfections.
In the history of theology, several
questions have historically been
posed regarding God’s attributes. The
first question concerns the relation
between these attributes and God’s
being, who he is. The second question
focuses upon the permissibility of
speaking of diverse attributes, when
God is said to be a simple being
who is not composed of different
attributes but identical with each of
his attributes. And the third question
asks whether we may classify or
distinguish God’s attributes into
different categories.
Bavinck answers the first of these
questions by noting that God’s
attributes are not to be viewed as
extrinsic to who is, but as descriptive
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God always acts in a way that satisfies his own
being and nature; God acts in a way that reveals
and corresponds to who he is.
of his intrinsic nature or essence.
God does not have or possess distinct
attributes; God is his attributes.
When we speak of God’s goodness,
for example, we are not saying that
there is something called goodness
that God possesses or that is a kind
of standard by which we can measure
God and conclude that he is good.
The goodness of God is properly
descriptive of God’s own being and
character. Or if we were to say that
God is holy, we would be affirming
not only that God is the measure of
what it is to be holy but he is himself
holy. The holiness of God describes
God’s nature. Furthermore, however
many attributes or perfections we
may ascribe to God, we should not
think of any one attribute as though
it were most especially descriptive or
who he is. In the history of theology,
one common source of error is to
view one of God’s attributes as a kind
of privileged attribute that trumps
or takes precedence over the others.
An illustration of a common form
of this error is the claim that, if God
is perfectly loving and good, then
it is impossible to believe that the
atonement of Christ involved an act
whereby God’s justice and holiness
were satisfied or appeased. Often,
theologians who reject the idea of
propitiation as an essential component
of Christ’s work of atonement are
guilty of pitting one perfection of
God against the other, or treating one
perfection as though it were more
important than the others. However,
in the biblical view of God’s works,
including the work of atonement, we
should recognize that God always acts
in a way that satisfies his own being and
nature; God acts in a way that reveals
and corresponds to who he is.
One especially difficult question with
respect to God’s attributes has to do
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with their diversity. In the history
of Christian theology, one of God’s
attributes is his “unity of simplicity.”
God is not a composite being of
whom it could be said that he is partly
holy or partly good. Rather, God is
fully and indivisibly good or holy.
Though from a human perspective
it is necessary to speak of God’s
attributes in distinction from each
other, we should acknowledge that
each of God’s attributes describes
God himself. In the ultimate sense,
each of God’s attributes is identical
with God himself, and each of these
attributes is truly one with all the
others. Perhaps an analogy will help
to clarify this emphasis. A prism is
something that enables us to refract
the diverse colors of the spectrum
of light. However, when these colors
are seen in their fullness and unity,
they are perfectly one; they are light,
unrefracted and indistinguishable.
Though this analogy is inexact for
obvious reasons, it allows us to
understand how our knowledge of
God’s perfections in their diversity is
a knowledge that, cumulatively, gives
to us a partial glimpse of the fullness
of God’s being in its indivisible glory.
In his consideration of the question of
classifying God’s attributes, Bavinck
acknowledges that there have been
several distinct classifications in
the history of Christian theology.
In Bavinck’s judgment, the best
method of classification is the
one that has prevailed historically
among
Reformed
theologians.
God’s attributes are of two kinds:
incommunicable and communicable.
The incommunicable attributes of God
are those perfections that especially
emphasize
God’s
transcendent
greatness and distinction from all
things creaturely. In relation to these
attributes, we may say that little or

no resemblance of such attributes
is evident in God’s creatures. The
communicable attributes of God
are those perfections that especially
emphasize God’s immanence or
nearness to the creation. These
attributes are more obviously
reflected in those creatures who
reflect some or another likeness to
God, the Creator. While Bavinck finds
this distinction the most useful and
helpful, he also acknowledges that it
should not be overstated or viewed
as altogether satisfactory. Even God’s
incommunicable attributes are not
without any analogy in the creation,
and his communicable attributes
are in many respects other than the
way they find their resemblance or
reflection in the created order.
In the interest of brevity, my
summary of Bavinck’s handling of the
incommunicable and communicable
attributes of God will consist of a
series of short definitions.

Incommunicable Attributes
Independence: (aseity) The independence
or aseity of God refers to his selfexistence and all-sufficiency. Unlike
all created reality, God depends upon
nothing outside of himself to be the God
he is, and exercises universal lordship
over all things. All creatures may or may
not exist. God must exist, and enjoys the
fullness of being and life within himself.
Immutability: God’s immutability
refers to his unchanging being,
purpose and will. Though God
sustains a direct and immediate
relation to all that he has created,
he does not undergo change in his
nature or character. In and through
all his relations with the creature,
God remains who he is, steadfast and
constant in all his ways and works.
Infinity: The infinity of God expresses
the transcendent greatness of God
in an especially powerful manner.
Whereas all creatures are limited
in some way, God is unlimited in
his being. In relation to time, God’s

infinity is his eternity. God is not
limited by the creaturely order of a
succession of moments. He is without
beginning or ending. God’s eternity
is not to be understood as mere
everlastingness, as though God were
subject to the passage of limitless
number of moments. God transcends
the limits of temporal succession, is
the Creator of creaturely time, and is
present to all moments, past, present,
and future. In relation to space, God
infinity is his omnipresence. God is
everywhere present in the fullness
of his being, but not in the sense of
extension or circumscription within
a particular place. As One who is
omnipresent, God is the Creator of
space and is present to all creation.
Time and space are created limits
that apply to all that God has created.
Eternity and omnipresence are divine
perfections that properly belong to
God alone.
Unity: The unity or oneness of God
is evident in two respects. First, the
“unity of singularity” means that
God is absolutely and exclusively the
one only true and living God, beside
whom there is no other. All of the idols
of the peoples are fashioned from
some feature of the created world.
Only the true God, the self-existent,
immutable and infinite Creator of all
things visible and invisible, is worthy
of the creature’s worship and service.
Second, the “unity of simplicity”
means that God, unlike all limited
creatures, is not composed of parts
or elements. The simplicity of God
means that God is his attributes, and
each of his attributes describes a facet
of his indivisible fullness. Though the
one God subsists eternally in three
Persons, he remains incomposite in
his being as God.

Communicable Attributes
Spirituality: The spirituality of
God includes the ideas of God’s
incorporeality (without a body) and
invisibility, and corresponds to the
truth of his eternity and omnipresence.

God’s goodness is his bounty and generosity in
self-giving love and devotion.
When the Scriptures speak of the
believer “seeing” God, they do so
in the context of God’s gracious
condescension and accommodation
of himself to his creatures.

intrinsic integrity that is incompatible
with any variation or untruth. The
truthfulness of God is evident in the
reliability of his promises and the
steadfastness of his purposes.

Knowledge: The knowledge of God
is the first of God’s intellectual
attributes. God, who is light, knows
and understands all things. He knows
himself necessarily, immediately, and
comprehensively. He also knows all
things actual and possible. Though
God knows himself necessarily, he
knows all things that pertain to the
creation freely, since such knowledge
depends upon his will to create and
govern the world in a particular way.
Even though God knows all things that
pertain to the creation, past, present,
and future, his knowledge of the
future must be viewed as compatible
with the free self-determination
and responsibility of his creatures,
such as angels and human beings
who were created in his image. The
idea that God could foreknow what
free human beings will do without
his determining in any sense what
they will do, is impossible. Even
though we are not able to penetrate
the relationship between God’s alldetermining counsel and the free
actions of some of his creatures, we
must affirm that both are true and
that God is able to know all things in
advance of their occurrence within
his creation.

Goodness: The goodness of God is
the first of his moral attributes. God’s
goodness is his bounty and generosity
in self-giving love and devotion. As
One who is intrinsically good, God
displays his goodness in the grace
he bestows upon his creatures in his
providential care and sustenance.
Particularly, in his purpose to redeem
his people in Christ, God exhibits
his grace or unmerited favor, his
mercy or heartfelt pity, his steadfast
or unfailing love, and his patience or
slowness to anger.

Wisdom: The wisdom of God is the
perfect correspondence between
what God knows and what God does.
In the application of his knowledge,
God always orders his means to their
appropriate end, and acts in a manner
that is true to his own character.
Truthfulness: God is wholly reliable
in his being, works and words. He is
absolutely trustworthy, possessing an

Holiness: God’s holiness distinguishes
him from all creatures as transcendently
great and morally perfect and
indefectible. God displays his holiness
in setting his people apart for himself,
in providing for their cleansing from
the guilt and corruption of sin, and
in providing an atoning sacrifice in
Christ for their sins.
Righteousness: God’s righteousness
is his steadfastness in justly ruling
all things, and his adherence to the
rule of justice and proper order.
God’s righteousness is evident in his
rule over the creation, his rewarding
of the righteous and punishing of
the wicked. God’s righteousness is
vindicated in the gospel through the
atoning work of Christ, which satisfies
God’s holiness and righteousness, and
in the everlasting punishment of the
unbelieving and disobedient.
Sovereignty: As the Creator and
Lord of all things, God’s sovereignty
is his power to will and govern all
things. With respect to himself, God
necessarily wills to be the God he
is. With respect to his creation, God
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freely wills to govern all things and
to make them subservient to his own
glory and purpose. God’s sovereignty
is not arbitrary or unlimited in an
absolute sense, but the power to be
who he is in all of his perfections.
When it comes to God’s sovereign will,
we must distinguish between God’s
revealed (what he makes known to
us) and secret (what he does not make
known to us) will; between God’s “will
of decree” (what he has purposed with
respect to all things, including the
salvation of his people) and his “will
of precept” (what he reveals in his
Word concerning what pleases him).
Such distinctions, however necessary
or helpful, are only ways whereby the

rich, single, and inscrutable will of
God relates to the accomplishment
of God’s purposes for all creation and
every creature.
Admittedly, this attempt to describe
briefly the incommunicable and
communicable attributes of God is
less than satisfactory. Every one of
these descriptions requires further
elaboration and clarification. However,
even these brief and inadequate
descriptions of God’s perfections are
a reminder to us of the infinitely great
and inexhaustibly glorious being of
the living God. Anyone who would
pretend to understand completely
all of these dimensions of God’s
glorious perfections would be guilty

either of self-delusion or idolatry.
As we have previously observed, the
consideration of God’s perfections
involves not only the grateful
acknowledgment of the extent of the
knowledge of God that is given to us
through divine revelation, but also
the humble awareness of the great
mystery of God’s being and nature.

Dr. Cornelis Venema is the
President of Mid-America
Reformed Seminary in Dyer,
Indiana. He is also a contributing
editor to The Outlook.

Board Nominations for Reformed Fellowship
Do you have a passion for defending and expanding the Kingdom of Christ
by means of Reformed publications? Reformed Fellowship, Inc. is seeking
nominations for its Board of Trustees. Qualifications for nominees are:
1. membership in a church that confesses the Three Forms of Unity or the
Westminster Confession.
2. a firm commitment to the exposition and defense of the Reformed faith.
3. the ability to attend board and committee meetings in Wyoming, MI from
3:00 to 5:30 pm on the second Thursday each month.
Other helpful qualifications include one or more of the following: a keen
theological insight, awareness of current doctrinal debates, knowledge of the

publishing industry, knowledge
of computer technology and the
Internet, and skill in writing.
Board members are elected in late
October/early November and serve
for a three-year term beginning in
November. If you are qualified or if
you know someone who is, please
send this information about potential
nominees to:
president@reformedfellowship.net
by September 8.

Book Review
The Reformation: How a
Monk and a Mallet Changed
the World.
By Stephen J. Nichols. Wheaton,
Illinois: Crossway Books, 2007,
159 pp., $12.99.
Reviewed by Nathan Cartagena
Grove City College, Grove City, PA
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Here is delightfully charming little
book with a catchy title. Dr. Stephen
J. Nichols has taken an old and
familiar topic—Reformation history,
so dear to our Reformed hearts—and
breathed new life into it. His book
provides a short introduction to the
Reformation that is tremendously
accessible and both witty and
profound.

One word of warning—for those
of you readers who are greatly
knowledgeable on the subject, do not
pick up this book and expect an indepth historical text. Because of the
book’s brevity and the great amount
of information he covers, Dr. Nichols
had to be brief. He does not go into
tremendous detail on any of the
periods he covers.

On the other hand, do not let the
brevity of this book deceive you. Dr.
Nichols goes to great length to make
this history come alive. Reading this
book as a student of the Reformation,
I was impressed by Dr. Nichols’s
presentation of the doctrines of the
Reformation in a fresh new way—
he made it seem as if the issues that
sparked the Reformation really still
mattered today (which they do).
Dr. Nichols’s book is divided into
eight chapters and several appendices,
each focusing on a different figure or
group in Reformation history. The
first chapter serves as an overview
and introduction to the book, titled
“Five Hundred Years and Still Going
Strong.” In this chapter, Dr. Nichols
points out that the Bible (especially
the Old Testament) many times calls
God’s people to look back over history
in order to learn important lessons
and to be more thankful to God for
His faithfulness. Dr. Nichols presents
many of the overarching lessons that
the Reformation can teach us, and
also explores the meaning of the five
solas of the Reformation. He shows
how the Reformation impacted
people over history and tells us why
we still need the Reformation today.
The second chapter, called “A Monk
and a Mallet,” introduces us to
Martin Luther. Dr. Nichols skillfully
summarizes Luther’s life and work,
bringing in some little known facts
and ideas about Luther. He then

explores Luther’s theology, once more
using the paradigm of the five solas,
describing how Luther contributed
to the general understanding of
each one. Dr. Nichols also paints a
realistic and personal picture of the
reformer, delving into his marriage,
personal life, and wit. In his excellent
conclusion to this chapter, Dr. Nichols
points out that “we remember Luther
best when we proclaim Christ and the
gospel to our world of need.”
Ulrich Zwingli is the next reformer
to be profiled in this book. Chapter
three’s title, “Some Middle-Aged
Men and a Sausage Supper” certainly
raises the reader’s interest. Just how
did a German sausage supper inspire
Zwingli to become such a powerful
reformer? To say how would be to
give away an enjoyable portion of
the book. Nichols’s exposition on
the life and legacy of Ulrich Zwingli
is excellent. Zwingli is so often
overshadowed by Luther, Calvin,
and Knox. It is refreshing to see him
covered in such an exciting way in
this book.
Chapter four gives us a whirlwind
tour of the Anabaptists, or “the notso-radical radical reformers,” as Dr.
Nichols calls them. Dr. Nichols gives
a fine summary of the Anabaptists’
beliefs and teachings, bringing in

many historical quotes, documents,
and even some mnemonic devices (we
Calvinists remember our doctrines
with TULIP; well, we are not the only
ones with nice acronyms like that).
What I found most enjoyable about
this chapter was its fresh portrayal of
the Anabaptists. To many Calvinists,
the Anabaptists are “the bad guys,”
the heretics. Dr. Nichols pointed
out that while they were mistaken in
many ways, they did contribute a lot
to Reformed thought, and we should
respect them.
The next chapter deals with John
Calvin. Again, Dr. Nichols provides
a superb introduction to the life and
work of Calvin, as well as exploring
Calvin’s legacy and followers. Dr.
Nichols
brilliantly
summarizes
Calvin’s theology and writings,
specifically Calvin’s thoughts on the
church, calling Calvin the “theologian
of the church.”
Chapters six and seven deal with
the Anglicans and the Puritans.
Dr. Nichols provides a clear and
succinct summary the history of the
Reformation in Britain, giving many
histories of specific reformers on the
way. His chapter on the Puritans
is delightful. Too often are the
Puritans thought of as prudish people
who only wore black and frowned
at fun. Dr. Nichols proves that
misconception wrong and repaints a
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picture of them as they really were,
deeply devoted Christians who had a
true heart for the gospel—including
forgiveness and grace (not just gloom
and doom). That is an example of one
of the best features of this book—Dr.
Nichols takes great care to destroy any
mistaken stereotypes we may have
about the Reformers and gives us a
much better historical picture of them.
The last chapter is particularly
enjoyable. This chapter deals with the
people of the Reformation that most
people forget about—the women.
Dr. Nichols here provides many
wonderful portraits of the influential
women of the Reformation. For
instance, do you know who is called
the Reformationfrau (the bride of the
Reformation)? It’s not Katherine Von
Bora (Luther’s wife) or even Idellete
Calvin. No, it is Wibrandis Rosenblatt.
She was married to not one, but four
separate reformers! How did this
happen? You will just have to read
the book. And how about Katherine
Zell, who married a reformed priest
and then wrote many influential
tracts defending the reformation (and
her marriage)? These are just two of
the many reformed women that Dr.
Nichols mentions in this chapter,
women who are obscured and often
forgotten, but should actually be
heroes in the Reformed Church.
At the end of the book, Dr. Nichols
includes an appendix of various
texts of the Reformation. Significant
portions
of
sermons,
tracts,
confessions, catechisms, and prayers
are included. These appendices are
a valuable resource to introduce the
reader to the actual documents of the
Reformation.
I recommend this book to anyone
who wants a crash course in
Reformation history and theology.
This is a well-informed, concise, and
entertaining book. In fact, in some
places it is downright hilarious. And
more importantly, it gets all its facts
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straight. It is bound to give any
reader a working knowledge of the
Reformation. But I also recommend
it to those who thinks that they are
knowledgeable on the Reformation.
It really is a refreshing book and
a great resource. As I read it, it
reignited my love for the Reformation
and its doctrines. It is an excellent
resource for anyone. In the year 2009,
in which we celebrate Calvin’s 500th
birthday, this is a book I recommend
to everyone to renew their love for the
Reformation, its doctrines, and the
men (and women) who made it great.

A Gospel Primer for
Christians: Learning to See
the Glories of God’s Love.
By Milton Vincent. Focus Publishing,
2008, 97 pp., $10.95
Reviewed by Nathan L. Cartagena
Grove City College, Grove City, PA
For many Christians even within
reformed circles, the gospel is seen as
the Christian equivalent to Gerber. It
was necessary to eat this in a spoon
feed manner as a baby, for indeed what
child can gum his way through an eight
ounce sirloin! However, as one grows
and matures, one should eat “grown
up” food. Not to do so is recognized
as unnatural. So to, the gospel is
seen as something one accepts at the
outset of one’s relationship with the
living God. As time passes on, one is
expected to move on from the Gospel
to the so called “meatier” tenets of the
Christian faith. In A Gospel Primer for
Christians, Milton Vincent attempts to
demonstrate that this understanding
of Christian growth is unbiblical,
and therefore unhealthy. Written as
a popular book, A Gospel Primer for
Christians provides Christians with a
contrasting view which asserts that,
“The New Testament teaches that
Christians ought to hear the gospel as
much as non-Christians do,” and then
provides a thorough and approachable

presentation for this claim.
Following a brief foreword by
Mike Bullmore, Vincent provides
an introduction that explains the
purpose and breakdown of his
book. A Gospel Primer for Christians
contains four parts. The first part,
which happens to be the lengthiest
section of the book, begins by
displaying that the New Testament
teaches that Christians need to hear
the gospel. This is followed by thirty
one reasons why Christians ought to
rehearse the gospel daily. The second
part consists of a forty one point
“narrative” presentation of the gospel.
Here Vincent presents the gospel
of Jesus Christ along with several
significant practical implications
for everyday life. The third part reexpresses the information from the
second section in a poetic fashion.
According to Vincent, both the
second and third sections are written
in a manner which is intended to lend
itself to memorization and recitation.
In addition, throughout these two
sections Vincent provides detailed
footnote citations of the passages of
Scripture which he either explicitly or
implicitly references for each reason.
This proves immensely helpful for,
unlike books which merely provide
a Scripture reference and therefore
require one to flip through one’s
bible as well as the book, Vincent’s
citations actually consists of the
passage in question. This makes for
a far smoother read. Finally, the
fourth section provides a glimpse into
Vincent’s own personal struggle with
attempting to stay in good standing
with God. As Vincent explains, the key
to resolving the deep turmoil that he
daily faced was a fuller understanding
of the purpose and implications of
the gospel. Vincent also makes it
clear that the gospel is what he daily
refers to, for as one who will remain a
sinner until he is glorified by Christ,
the gospel alone provides the good
news one needs to live so as to glorify

God and enjoy him forever. Taken as
a coherent whole, the four parts of A
Gospel Primer achieve the goal to for
which it was written.
From the outset, Vincent demonstrates
a familiarity with the scriptures and
the manner in which the gospel
serves as the key strand that binds the
biblical narrative together. Whether
citing passages from Deuteronomy or
Revelation, Vincent clearly illustrates
that the gospel is the story of the bible.
As such, it must remain the center
of attention for those who desire
to love God and His word. Indeed,
Vincent reminds his readers that
Paul conveyed a deep conviction that
this is the case by the fact that he so
frequently began his letters addressed
to Christian audiences by reminding
or re-explaining the gospel. From
here he would go on to discuss and
evaluate the practical implications of
the gospel. Directed by this truth, the
thirty one reasons Vincent supplies
for rehearsing the gospel daily
contain life changing truths that,
while being extremely “meaty”, are
but the logical out workings of the
gospel. For example, Vincent explains
that by proclaiming our need for the
death of Christ in our place the cross
exposes our utter depravity. It took
the shameful slaughter of the Son of
God in order for us to be saved and
reunited with God. In light of this
truth we can begin to leave or “need”
for self justification and superiority
and openly confess our failings and
subsequently seek the communal aid
we need in order to live in godliness.
Truths like this fill the part one of A
Gospel Primer.

sections once again convey the fact
that the gospel is the central theme
throughout the entire bible. What is
more, Vincent makes this presentation
in the first person. Therefore, the
reader finds that the presentation of
the gospel he is reading is extremely
personal. He reads of “my” sin
against God, and “my” salvation and
continual right standing before God
because of the work of Christ. This
component is also intended to aid in
memorizing and reciting the gospel
daily.
The fourth part closes the book
with more practical and specific
explanations
regarding
the
importance of the gospel in daily
life. Vincent explains that the Spirit’s

gracious work of revealing the
primary importance of the gospel
in his daily life freed him from his
depressing and frustrating efforts to
remain in God’s favor. This serves
to give further confirmation to the
truths that Vincent so ably shows are
taught in the Scripture. It is as though
Vincent is telling Christians, “Not
only do the Scriptures teach this, but
look, it actually works!”
Milton Vincent’s A Gospel Primer is a
rich read that reminds it readers that
the gospel is the meaty tenet of the
Scriptures. Congregations would do
well to encourage all of its members,
both spiritually mature and infantile,
to read this book and be reminded
afresh of the glories of the gospel
and its relevance for every moment
of our lives.

As was mentioned, the second
and third parts contain the same
information presented in narrative
and poetic form respectively. These
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